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Subject

Supplement to the Abridged Final Report of the fifth seSSlon
of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences

Action required:

Supplement to be inserted in WMO Publication No. 272.RP.89

Dear Sir,
I have pleasure in sending you herewith a copy of the document entitled: "Decisions of the Executive Committee on the abridged
final report of the fifth session of the Commission for Atmospheric
Sciences. This document is being distributed in ~ccordance with the
standing instructions of the Executive Committee with regard to reports of sessions of technical commissions.
I would suggest that this document be appended to the
abridged final report of the session (Publication No. 272.RP.89) so
as to avoid any possible misunderstanding regarding the status of
the recommendations and resolutions adopted at that sessiori.
Yours faithfully,

~~.-=-

/----~z:;:(D.A. Davies)

?'?---

Secretary-General

To all recipients of the abridged final report
of the fifth session of CAS

W0 R L D
o R G A N I Z A T ION
MET E 0 R 0 LOG I CAL
===================================================================

Supplement to WHO Publication No. 272.RP.89
Abridged Final Report of
the fifth, session of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences

Decisions of the Executive Committee
on t'he Abridged Final Report of
the fifth session of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences

This document should be considered as a guide to the status of the
decisions adopted at the fifth session of the Commission for Atmospheric
Sciences.

*
*

*
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A.

DECISIONS RECORDED IN THE GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF EC-XXII

4.6

Atmospheric sciences (including CAS)

4.6.1
The president of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences presented the
report of the fifth session, and commented on the activities assigned to the
working groups which had been established. The Executive Committee considered this
report with special attention to the recommendations. The decisions of the Committee
are recorded in Resolutions 8 to 11 (EC-XXII).
Weather modification
---------4.6.2
The Executive Committee considered with interest the statement on the present state of knowledge and possible practical benefits in some fields of weather
modification, which had been prepared by CAS-V. It considered that the information
in this statement will provide valuable guidance to the Secretary-General in answering the frequent requests for information and advice from governments and international organizations. This statement appears as an annex to this paragraph.

4.6.3
The Executive Committee agreed with CAS on the advisability of having
only one internationally accepted "standard atmosphere". The Committee was informed
that a working group of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has
recommended the adoption of the ICAO standard atmosphere up to 32 km. The Committee
decided to defer any action on this matter until ISO had taken a definite course of
action.
In view of the confusion between the terms "standard" and "reference"
atmospheres, the Committee was pleased to see that CAS-V had clearly defined the
difference between them. The Committee wished to endorse these definitions which
appear in paragraph 21 of the general summary of the report of CAS-V.

4.6.8
The Executive Committee considered the proposal made to the SecretaryGeneral by the Inter-Union Commission on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (IUCSTP) of ICSU
with a view to obtaining closer WHO/ICSU co-operation in the field of solar-terrestrial monitoring. It noted that CAS had formed a working group to deal with the
scientific aspects of solar-terrestrial relationships and that an exploratory committee consisting of representatives of WHO and IUCSTP had proposed that a panel of
the Executive Committee be established to further this co-operation. It was considered premature to form a panel until the nature of the co-operation is made more
precise. The Committee therefore decided to ask the Secretary-General to explore the
matter further with IUCSTP and, if necessary, to arrange another meeting of the exploratory committee in order to prepare a specific proposal for consideration of the
Executive Committee at a later session. (Note: a reference to solar-terrestrial
data exchange is contained in paragraph 4.10.7).

- 4 WMO Research Prizes
---------4.6.11
The Executive Committee considered that the WMO Research Prizes were
useful in fostering scientific research in meteorology particularly in developing
countries. It felt that the granting of these prizes on a regional basis should
be continued but referred to in the future as "WMO Research Awards".
4.6.12
In view of the fact that the WMO research prizes were awarded only once,
in 1970, a proper assessment of the effectiveness of the programme was not possible.
The Committee therefore decided that the awards should be continued for at least a
further financial period in accordance with the guidelines given ill too Annex to this
paragraph, before a final decision is made regarding the establishment on a permanent basis.
4.6.13
The Committee requested the Secretary-General to arrange a schedule of
nominations from WMO Regions in such a manner that at least one, but not more than
two Regions should submit nominations during each year of the sixth financial
period.
4.6.14
It was also decided that not more than one award will be allocated to
each WMO Region during each financial period.

- 5 Annex to paragraph 4.6.2 of the general summary
,PRESENT

1.

STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND POSSIBLE PRACTICAL BENEFITS
IN SOME FIELDS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION

General

It has been demonstrated that ice crystals may be caused to
form in supercooled clouds by seeding them with dry ice, silver
iodide and other nucleants. Ice crystals are known to play an important role in the formation of precipitation and, therefore, cloud
seeding providesoa means for modifying the precipitation process in
supercooled clouds. Conversion of a supercooled cloud to ice
by seeding releases latent heat which can have important dynamical
effects. The varied and controversial results of seeding experiments
appear to be due ~o the complexities of the dynamics and microphysics
of the precipitation process. An encouraging beginning in the understanding of these processes has been made through the development of
numerical models which incorporate both the dynamics and microphysics
and their interactions. Such models and their successors can be
expected to more- clearly defin~ the most favourable seeding situations and the observations needed for the evaluation of the results.
Although some experiments have apparently yielded positive results,the
possible practical benefits of weather modification can be realized
only through an increased research effort. This research should be
directed primarily at cloud dynamics and the interactions of the
dynamics with the microphysics, since knowledge-of the latter is
relatively more co~plete.
Particularly in the case of rain stimulation, it appears that
the most sophisticated statistical procedures are an inadequate substitute for more complete knowledge of the atmospheric mechanisms.
However, statistical design and evaluation of experiments are necessary partners of increased physical understanding in the further
development of weather modification, particularly in connection with
the evaluation of the practical results of experiments.
It is important to emphasize that weather modification is
still largely in the research stage. For this reason, operational
efforts should be undertaken only after the most careful study of the
particular situation by experts and with the understanding that the
desired end results may not always be achieved.
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Brief summaries of the current status of weather modification
in several categories are given below.
2.

Stimulation of precipitation

Of the many experiments conducted in this field, mly a few have
clearly demonstrated that seeding has increased the precipitation;
in some ~ases there is even evidence of a decrease in the precipitation. However, there is some evidence that orographic precipitation
can be modestly increased by seeding, particularly during the winter,
over, the mountain ranges of the western U.S.A. There is also some
evidence that certain sub-tropical convective clouds, selected on the
basis of numerical models, become taller and larger when they are
heavily seeded so as to release l~tent heat. In view of the high
correlation betw~en the size of convective clouds and the rainfall
from them, the seeded clouds presumably give more rain than if they
had not been seeded. Confirmation, however, is required from further
suitably designed experiments.
.
3.

Dissipation of fog

Supercooled fog and stratus can be dissipated by seeding
them with ice nucleants or by means of cooling agents. This has been
brought into operational use at several airports at which there is a
relatively high incidence of supercooled fog. The more common warm
fog may be dissipated by the use of heat, hygroscopic particles and
the down-wash of helicopters. Successful experiments have been
reported with each of these techniques but, in addition to other
disadvantages, they have been considered too expensive for general
use. Recent experiments, guided by numerical modelling and using
carefully sized hygroscopic particles, offer some prospects for a
more economical technique.
4.

Hail suppression

After extensive experiments and the, development of a
model of hail growth, substantial successes in the reduction of
hail damage have been reported from the U.S.S.R. Recent experiments
in other countries have shown some reduction in hail damage with
varying techniques, but more adequate numerical and ph~sical models
need to be developed.

- 75.

Hurricane modification

Recent hurricane seedings off the eastern U.S.A. coast have
been accompanied by reduced maximum wind velocities for shori periods.
Confirmation is required from further.experiments. In view of the
limited opportunities for hurricane seeding, ther~ is need for
improved numerical hurricane models to strengthen the scientific
basis of the hypothesized hurricane modification and to provide
guidance for future experiments.
~:

A survey of several aspects of weather modification has
recently been prepared by Professor M. Neiburger as WMO
Technical Note No. 105 entitled "Artificial Modification
of Clouds and Precipitation".

- 9Annex to paragraph 4.6.12 of the general summary

GUIDELINES TO BE USED ON A TRIAL BASIS FOR THE GRANTING OF WMO RESEARCH AWARDS
PURPOSES

1.
The purpose of the WMO research awards should be to encourage young
scientists especially in developing countries working in the field of meteorology.
2.
_
These awards, instituted by the Executive Committee following Resolution12 CCg-V1 should be considered as a trial for the sixth financial period in
order to further assess their effectiveness as a means of fostering research, and
to gain experience before a decision is made on the establishment of such prizes on
a permanent basis.

3.

CRITERIA FOR GRANTING OF. AWARDS

(i)

Each award shall be made for an outstanding scientific research
paper;

(ii)

Awards shall be made to promising young scientists not exceeding
the age of 35 at the date of publication of his paper;

(iii)

Only one paper should be submitted for each candidate;

(iv)

Workers in all fields of meteorology will be eligiQle;

(v), Awards to nominees from a Region may be divided.

The award may
also be divided between two co-authors provided that both meet
the other criteria for the granting of the award;

(vi)

Only papers which have been published in a reputable scientific
publication will be eligible for consideration;

(vii)

Papers published in languages other than the working languages
of WMO w1Jl be eligible for consideration if accompanied.by full
translations in one of the working languages;

(viii)

(ix)

Awards will be made on a regional basis (WHO ~egional associations);
not more than one award may be made to nominees from a regional
association during a financial period;
Only papers published during the four-year period immediately
preceding the year in which the nomination is made will be eligible
for consideration;

(x) When an award has been made to a Member's nominee for 1970, a
further nomination from that Member will not be considered;
(xi)

Papers that have previously won international prizes will not be
eligible.
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4.

METHOD OF SUBMISSION OF CANDIDATURES

(i)

5.

(ii)

Nominations, together with four copies of papers in a WMO working
language (original or translation) should be submitted by permanent
representatives to the president of the regional association concerned through the WMO Secretariat before a specified time limit;

(iii)

The number of nominations submitted by each permanent representative
should not exceed two.

METHOD OF SELECTION
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

6.

All permanent representatives of Members of a WHO regional association will be invited to submit nominations;

Each president of a regional association should nominate a selection
committee consisting of three persons who should be reputable scientists normally resident within the Region and who will not be themselves eligible for the awards. One of the committee members should
be designated as the chairman;
Each selection committee should prepare a short-list of a maximum
of four candidates, in alphabetical order, which should be submitted
to the president of the regional association. The selection committee
may not recommend an award if none of the papers submitted is of sufficiently high standard;
The final selection of the ~ward-winners from the short-list of
candidates from each Region will be made by a selection committee
of not more than four members of the Executive Committee, specially
constituted for this purpose by the twenty-third session of the
Executive Committee;
The short-list from each Region together with the original papers
will be provided to each member of the Executive Committee Selection
Committee py the Secretary-General at least one month before a session
of the Executive Committee.

NATURE OF AWARDS
The award will consist of a citation and an amount of US$ 1,000.

7.

AWARDING CEREMONY

The arrangements for the presentation of the award will depend in each
case upon the prevailing circumstances and will be decided by consultation between
the permanent representative who submitted the nomination and the Secretary-General.
In general, however, the meteorological service of the Member country of the recipient
will be invited to arrange an awarding ceremony on the occasion of a visit to the country concerned of a senior officer of the Organization (including the president of the
regional association).

- 11 B.

RESOLUTIONS
Resolution, ,:8, (Ee-XXII) ,
REPORT OF THE FIFTH SESSION OF THE COMMISSION FOR
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
HAVING considered the abridged final report of CAS-V,
DECIDES:

(1)_ To note this report;
(2) To note Resolutions 1~19 (CAS-V);
(3)
tions in

To embody the subst~nce of the following recommendo~
the Executive Committee as indicated:

r~solutionsof

~~~~~~!~~~!~~~_~_~~~~:Y2 in Resolution 9 (EC-XXII);
~~~~~~~~~~!~~~_~_~~~~:Y2 ~n Resolution 10 (Ee-XXII);

~:~~~~:~~~!~~~_~_~~~~:Y2 in Resolution 11 (EC-XXII);

(4)

To take action on the remaining recommendations as

follows:

(a)

Approves this recommendation;

(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to bring it to the
attention of Members of WMO;

Recommendation 2 (CAS-V) - WHO statement on weather modi-

lIcatlon-----------------------------------------------(a)

Notes this recommendation;
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(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to consider the
statement in its annex as guidance in answering
requests on this subject from gcivernments and
international organizations;

Recommendation 3 (CAS-V) - Research in cloud physics and

weather-modIfIcatIon-----------------------------------(0)

Approves this recommendation;

(b)

Directs the Secretary-General:

(i)

To bring it to the attention of Members of
WMO;

(ii)

To arrange for WMO to participate as appropriate in symposia on research and development in the field of weather modification-,

Recommendation 4 (CAS-V) - Monitoring and research in the

fIeld-of-atmospherIc-pollutIon-------------------------------------------.------------

(0) Approves this recommendation;
(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to bring it to the
attention of Members of WMO;

~!:~~~~!:~~~!~~~_~_~£~~:y2_:_~!~~~E~!::~~_:~~~~!~~~
(0) Approves this recommendation;
(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to bring it to the
attention of Members of WMO;

Recommendation 9 (CAS-V) - Research on transfer processes

------------------Ti-------------------------------------betwee~ the atmosp ere and the oceans
--.-1"""'--------------------------------(a)

Approves this recommendation;

(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to bring it to the
attention of Members of WMO;

-13 Recommendation 10 (CAS-V) - Standard atmosphere

----------------------------------------------(a)

Notes that the International Organization for
Standardization is presently examining the adoption of a standard atmosphere;

(b)

Deems it necessary to await the decision of ISO
before recommending that the ICAO Standard Atmosphere b~ adopted for use by the WMO;

Recommendation 11 (CAS-V) - Revision of Technical Regula!!~~~~=~EE~~~!~=~=~~~!~=!J-----------------------------(a)

Notes this recommendation;

(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to incorporate the
proposed amendments in his consolidated report
to Six~h Congress on the revision of the Technical
Regu1otions;

Recommendation 12 (CAS-V) - Revision of Technical Regula!!~~~~=~~~~~~!~=Q=~~~!~=!J-----------------------------(a)

Notes this recommendation;

(b)

Directs the Secretary-General to· incorporate the
proposed amendments in his consolidated report to
Sixth Congress on the revision of the Technical
Regulations;

Taken into consideration under agenda item 5.8.

NOTE:

This resolution replaces Resolution 23 (EC-XVIII), which ~s
no longer in force.

- 15 Resolution 9 (EC-XXII)
OBSERVATIONS REQUIRED FOR HIGH ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
NOTING:
(1)

Resolution 24 (EC-XVIII) and.its annex,

(2)

Recommendation 10 (CSM-V),

(3)

Recommendation 5 (CAS-V),

CONSIDERING:
(1) The recent advances towards near~y global observations
of -temperature by-indirect sounding techniques to altitudes of over
50 km,
(2) The continuing need for high-level radiosonde data as
well as for wind, temperature or density 6bservations above balloon
altitude~

(3) The demonstrated capability of the radio (or radar)
meteor-trail technique to determine air motions in the 80- to 100-km
altitude range,
(4) The complexity of the motions in the mesosphere arid
lower thermospherej
URGES Members of WMO and Meteorological Services of nonMember countries:
(a)

To maintain sufficient high-altitude radiosonde
observations to enable indirect stratosphere soundings from satellitesto be calibrated and evaluated;
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NOTE:

(b)

To continue the observat10n of· winds (and temperatures or densities) by meteorological rockets up
to at least 80 kmand to make preliminary, reduced
data from these observations available by telecommunications using the ROCOB message;

(c)

To send the final, refined meteorological rocket
data without delay to WDC-A or WDC-8 for archiving
and research;

(d)

To co-operate in establishing a world-wide network
for radio determination of air motions from meteortrail observations.

Part of this resolution replaces Resolution 26 (EC-XVIII),
which is no longer in force.

-17 Resolution 10 (EC-XXII)
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OZONE
THE EXECUTIVE CONMITTEE,
NOTING:
(1)

Recommendation 14 (CAe-IV),

(2)

Recommendation 11/7 (CAeM-III),

(3)

Recommendation 7 (CAS-V),

CONSIDERING:
(1) That the use of ozone as a tracer constitutes a very
powerful technique for testing the validity of modern general circulation models whiGh include thestrQtosphere and seasonal variations,

(2) That the application of this technique requires a better
knowledge of the three-dimensional variation of ozone concentration
with season, as well as an improved knowledg~ of photochemical
theory,
(3) The possible need for quantitative information on ozone
in the design and operation of supersonic air transports,
(4) That ozone-sounding techniques in the lower and middle
stratosphere are becoming increasingly reliable,
(5) That carefully made "Umkehr" observations are still
useful for determining the vertical distribution of ozone, eapecially
in the upper stratosphere,
(6) That indirect sensing techniques from satellites show
possible promise for providing global coverage'of the vertical ozone
~distribution in the upper stratosphere,

(7) That direct ozone observations in the upper stratosphere
by rocket techniques are needed to prove the reliability of the indirect observing methods and to check results of photochemical calculations,

,.. 18 -

REQUESTS Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member
countries:
(1) To develop or extend ozone sou~ding networks, bearing
in mind that the spacing of stations should provide for a few dense
meridional networks extending over relatively large latitude spans.
These networks should be connected by a circumpolar ring of stations
in middle latitudes and be augmented by a number of additional stations at high and low latitudes. The observing programmes should
be continued for sufficient periods to allow climatological investigations;
(2) To initiate or continue routine programmes for carefully made "Umkehr" observations at stations operating sensitive
and well-kept Dobson instruments in suitable climates;
(3) To expand existing rocket programmes for observing the
vertical ozone distribution in the upper stratosphere in order to
obtain sufficient data to delineate seasonal and latitudinal variations. Where possible, these observations should be co-ordinated
with "Umkehr" or satellit~ observations;
(4) To undertake studies on photochemical reaction rates,
especially with respect to reactions involving water-vapour derivatives.

NOTE:

This resolution replaces Resolution 30 (Ee-XVIII), which is
no longet in force.
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Resolution 11 (EC-XXII)
WARNINGS OF MAJOR STRATOSPHERIC WARMINGS
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
NOTING Recommendation 8 (CAS-V),
CONSIDERING:
(1) The incomplete understanding of the stratospheric
warming process,
(2) The relatively few occasions during which stratospheric
warmings have "been observed in some detail,
(3) The desirability of obtaining a record of this phenomenon over a number of years,
URGES Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member
countries to maintain arrangements for preparation and dissemination
of "STRATWARM alerts 'until the end of 1975;
REQUESTS the presidents of regional associations concerned:

NOTE:

(a)

To continue until the end of 1975 the arrangements
for central collection by telecommunications of
rawinsonde data for the 50, 30- and 10-mb isobaric
surfaces within their regions and for the regular
. dissemination of these data to the appropriate
STRATWARM Warning Centres and to other Members
which have requested that they be included in
such dissemination;

(b)

To continue the current arrangements for the exchange of rocketsonde data until the end of 1975;

(c)

To continue the current arrangements for the dissemination of STRATWARM messages until the end
of 1975.

This resolution replaces Resolution 25 (Ee-XVIII), which ~s
no longer in force.
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GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE SESSION

1.

OPENING OF THE SESSION (Agenda item 1)

1.1
The fifth session of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences convened in
the International Conference Suite of the Department of State, Washington, D.C., at
the kind invitation of the Government of the United States. The session opened on
17 August and closed on 28 August 1970. The Commission held three plenary meetings.
The four working languages of the Organization were used in the documentation as well
as for simultaneous interpretation at the plenary sessions and at the meetings of the
two working committees. The session was chaired by the acting president of the Commission, Mr. J. S. Sawyer, assisted by Dr. C. C. Wallen and Mr. G. W. Kronebach, of
the WMO Secretariat. Dr. B. R. Doos was vice-president of the session.
There were 74 participants at the session, including representatives from
33 countries and observers from six international organizations. A complete list
of delegates, experts, and observers is given at the beginning of this report.
1.2
The acting president of the Commission declared the fifth session open
at 10.05 a.m. on 17 August 1970.
Mr. Ward Allen, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Bureau of International
Organization Affairs, U.S. State Department, extended a warm and official welcome to
all participants as representative of the host country. He emphasized the great
signi ficance of various matters to be dealt w·i th by the Commission, particularly in
the fields of numerical weather prediction, weather modification, and satellite meteorology, and wished the Com~ission a successful session.
Dr. Robert M. White, Permanent Representative with WMO of the U.S.A.,
after welcoming delegates and experts, expressed his satisfaction to see the session
of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences meeting in the United States during the
year of the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the U.S. Weather Services.
He stressed that any programme in meteorology is dependent on international co-operation, particularly concerning research activities, which is the basic responsibility
of the Commission. Now that weather services become more and more involved in a wide
spectrum of disciplines reaching far beyond weather forecasts, the importance of CAS
and its work is increasing rapidly. New problems arise which call for co-ordinated
work and precise guidance. Dr. White concluded by expressing the hope that the present session would reach constructive and far-sighted decisions.
In his address, Dr. C. C. Wallen greeted the participants on behalf of
the Secretary-General of WMO. He stressed the broad and varied programme of the Commission in scientific research, and expressed sincere gratitude to the Government of
the United States for its generous invitation to hold the fifth session of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences in Washington, and for the excellent facilities provided.
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Dr. Myron Tribus, Assistant Secretary "for Science and Technology of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, welcomed the delegates and experts on behalf of the U.S.
Government. He expressed confidence that the work of the Commission would be very
useful to further international co-operation in a number of matters such as cloud
physics and weather modification, atmospheric chemistry and pollution, atmospheric
turbulence and wave motion, all of which require urgent action.
In his presidential address, the acting president emphasized the particular
role and responsibilities of the Commission, among the family of bodies and committees
which are rightly concerned with research activities in atmospheric sciences. A clear
understanding of the area of responsibility of each of these bodies is obviously necessarYi therefore the Commission should carefully consider its basic role, which consists of promoting and co-ordinating atmospheric research activities throughout the
world in a spectrum of allied scientific disciplines and efficiently assuming its responsibilities. The acting president then reviewed the specific objectives of the present session, and expressed the hope that it would be commemorated by a spirit of
co-operation and mutual interest for the greater benefit of the development of
meteorology.

2.

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION (Agenda item 2)

2.1

Consideration of the report on credentials (Agenda item 2.1)

At the first plenary meeting, the representative of the Secretary-General
presented a list of participants based on the credentials received. A complete list
of participants and the capacities in which they were attending the session was presented at the second plenary meeting. This list was accepted as the report on credentials and it was consequently decided not to set up a Credentials Committee.
2.2

Adoption of the agenda (Agenda item 2.2)

The provisional agenda was unanimously approved at the first plenary
meeting, without amendments. The final agenda, with relevant documents and agenda
items, is given at the beginning of this report.
2.3

Establishment of committees (Agenda item 2.3)

Two working committees were set up to examine in detail the various agenda
items:
(a)

Committee A to deal with questions related to the dynamics of the
and synoptic aspects. Professor B. R. Doos (Sweden)
served as chairman and Mr. G. W. Kronebach (WMO Secretariat) as
secretary of this committee.

(b)

Committee B to deal with questions related to the physics of the
Dr. R. D. Fletcher (U.S.A.) served as chairman and
Dr. C. C. Wallen (WMO Secretariat) as secretary of this committee.

atmosphere;

atmosphere:
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3

Nomination Committee

In accordance with WMO General Regulation 22, a Nomination Committee was
established consisting of Messrs. M. G. Granville (Ireland), H. G. Houghton (U.S.A.),
D. P. McIntyre (Canada), R. Pone (France), M. A. Petrossiants (U.S.S.R.) and
S. N. Gichuiya (Kenya).
2.3.3
A committee for nominating rapporteurs and· members of working groups was
established consisting of Messrs. L. Facy (France), P. Goldsmith (United Kingdom),
M. A. Petrossiants (U.S.S.R.), F. H. Schmidt (Netherlands) and F. G. Shuman (U.S.A.).
2.3.4

Co-ordination Committee

In accordance with WMO General Regulation 26, a Co-ordination Committee
was established consisting of the acting president, the vice-president of the Commission, the representative of the Secretary-General and the chairmen of Committees A
and B.
2.4

Other organizational matters (Agenda item 2.4)

The minutes of the first plenary meeting were approved during the session.
The Commission authorized the retiring president to approve the minutes of the remaining meetings on behalf of the Commission.

3.

REPORT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION (Agenda item 3)

3.1
In May 1968, Dr. J. F. Gabites resigned from the presidency of CAS under
the pressure of his other duties as Director of the New Zealand Meteorological Service
and Permanent RepreseBtative of his country with WMO. In accordance with WMO General
Regulations, the duties of president devolved upon Mr. J. S. Sawyer, formerly vicepresident.
3.2
The Commission expressed great satisfaction for the valuable and comprehensive report submitted by the acting president. The relation of the Global Atmospheric Research Programme and its Joint Organizing Committee to the research activities
of the Commission were considered in some detail. It was stressed that a close and
non-conflicting link exists between JOC and CAS, JOC having responsibilities for
directing and co-ordinating the activities under GARP, in relation to research in the
general circulation, thereby relieving the Commission of part of the pressure to recommend at short notice what the WMO response should be to proposals for large international efforts in meteorology.
3.3
Most of the matters referred to in the acting president's report were
examined by the working committees under the relevant items of the agenda. Therefore,
discussions and specific action on these matters are reported under the respective items.
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3.4
The Commission expressed the desire t6 set up an Advisory Working Group
in accordance with a request of the Executive Committee. The functions of the Advisory Working Group would consist of giving advice to the Commission on urgent international programmes and assisting in the implementation of urgent tasks. Membership
and terms of reference of this Advisory Working Group are set down in Resolution 1
(CAS-V).

4.

NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION (Agenda item 4)

4.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the report of the Working Group
on Numerical Weather Prediction. The concept of "basic data sets," which was proposed
at a joint meeting with the JOC Working Group on Numerical Experimentation, has now
been accepted by the Joint Organizing Committee for GARP and data for the months of
November 1969 and June 1970 are being processed. The Joint Organizing Committee has
endorsed the recommendation that all numerical prediction centres re-run their analysis
and forecast programmes using the analyses valid for 10 and 11 November 1969, 0000 GMT.
This matter was also discussed under item 15, Global Atmospheric Research Programme.
The results are reported in paragraph 15.1.3.
4.2
The Commission examined the views of the group on the present status and
future developments in numerical weather prediction. In supporting these views it
was decided, for the benefit of all members of the Commission and others, that these
should appear in an annex to the report (see Annex I). It was noted that the annex
was written on the basis of discussions of the working group held in Tokyo in 1968.
Since then, fourth-generation computers, with computing power of approximately 12 MIPS
(million instructions per second), have appeared on the market, and development of
fifth-generation computers (with computing power of up to 300-500 MIPS) has gone forward. The higher resolution of models which will result from the use of these computers can be expected to contribute to improved numerical prediction, particularly
when indirect soundings frpm satellites can be used to give higher data resolution.
It must be emphasized, however, that the need to improve the physics of models, as
discussed in paragraph 4 of the annex, still remains of the utmost importance, and
research efforts directed to this end must be given the maximum encouragement.
4.3
The acting president of CAS had requested the group to consider the most
promlslng methods of numerical forecasting for the future. The Commission felt that
the working group's advice on this subject was of sufficient importance to be included
in the report of the session and it appears as an annex (see Annex II).
4.4
General satisfaction was expressed by the working group with the exchange
of periodic progress reports on NWP. The Commission concurred with the group that a
continued exchange of these reports, which should be prepared annually and should contain a complete account of the current state of each centre's operation, would be
extremely useful. In discussing the exchange of information on computer programmes,
the Commission was of the opinion that a scheme to implement such exchange should only
be inaugurated after careful study. The volume of experience has clearly shown that
it is difficult for operational NWP centres to document their programmes sufficiently
and that, if adequate documentation were attained, it would soon become out-dated by
frequent changes. Therefore an initial approach, which the Commission felt was more
realistic at this time, is incorporated in Recommendation 1 (CAS-V) - Exchange of
computer programmes.
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4.5
The Commission noted that, although numerical weather prediction is an
operational and engineering discipline, it has undergone an explosive technological
and scientific development during the last 15 years, and remains heavily researchoriented. This is reflected by every practising centre having within itself, or
working closely with it, a sizeable applied-research effort. The Commission therefore
retains its strong interest in NWP, and has decided to re-establish the Working Group
on Numerical Weather Prediction with terms of reference as indicated in Resolution 2
(CAS-V). The alternative of establishing a research-oriented group under CAS and an
operationally oriented group under CSM would result in a dichotomy which would subtract
from the success of past groups produced by the mixing·of operations and research in
the backgrounds of their members. In view of operational aspects, the acting president
was requested by the Commission to invite the president of CSM to name a member of the
working group. The membership should include applied research expertise from practis~
ing centres including the WMCs.

4.6
The Commission was informed by the representative of the Joint Organizing
Committee for GARP of the need for a symposium on four-dimensional data assimilation.
It noted that the JOC had already decided to hold this symposium in Princeton,
New Jersey, U.S.A., from 19 to 22 April 1971, for the purpose of providing an opportunity for scientists to discuss this very vital subject in detail and to stimulate
and elaborate upon future work. WMO has been invited to sponsor this symposium
together with IAMAP, which has already offered to do so. In view of the importance of
$uchameeting, the Commission hoped that the Secretary-General of WMO would accept the
invitation from the Joint Organizing Committee.

4.7
The Commission considered another proposal for a symposium, which originated
within the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology. This symposium is to consider topics
of direct interest to CSM, namely numerical techniques, operational models, initial
state problems, long-range'predictions, predictability and scale. CSM felt that CAS
would also be interested in such a symposium and requested that the acting president
of CAS assist in making the necessary arrangements. The Commission agreed that there
was a need for this symposium and that CAS should take an active part in its organization. In noting that CSM wished to hold the symposium before the end of 1972, and in
view of the symposium scheduled' for 1971, which is mentioned in the previous paragraph
the Commission suggested that this symposium be held in 1972. The Commission also
proposed that the tropical aspects of the problems mentioned above be included in the
programme of the symposium.
4.8
The Commission was informed that several training seminars on numerical
weather analysis and prediction had been held in recent years, mainly for the benefit
of developing countries. As most developing countries are in the tropics, the need
for a seminar on the utilization of numerical analysis and prediction techniques in
the tropics was evident. In discussing this problem, the Commission was aware that
progress in this field was not very well developed and that some difficulty might be
experienced in putting together a seminar on this subject. It considered, however,
that this material could be combined with regional training seminars on the interpretation and use of meteorological satellite data, one of which has been proposed in
paragraph 10.4 of this report.
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4.9
The Commission wished to inform the Secretary-General of the need to continue sponsoring fellowships in the field of numerical weather prediction.

5.

CLOUD PHYSICS AND WEATHER MODIFICATION (Agenda item 5)

5.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the report of the chairman of the
Working Group on Cloud Physics which had been established by CAe-IV. The report and
other information indicated that in the last few year~ progress has been made in the
field of cloud physic~ particularly in relation to the precipitation processes through
the development of numerical models which incorporate both dynamics and microphysics
and their interactions. Progress has also been made in the fields of stimulation of
precipitation and hail suppression, as evidenced by improved designing of experiments
so as to allow for statistical evaluation of the results achieved.
5.2
The Commission noted also with great satisfaction and appreciation the
publication of a revised version of the WMO Technical Note No. 13, dealing with cloud
physics and artificial precipitation. The revision had been made by Professor
M. Neiburger as a consultant to the WMO Secretariat. After consultation with the
members of the working group, the revised form had been published as Technical Note
No. 105, "Arti fieial modification of clouds and preeipi tation."
5.3
Although progress is continuously being made in research on cloud physics,
the Commission agreed with the opinion expressed in Technical Note No. 105 and in the
report of the working group that much more complete knowledge about the atmospheric
mechanisms involved in formation of clouds and precipitation is required before the
possible practical benefits of rain stimulation can be realized. Such knowledge can
only be achieved through an increased research effort primarily directed at cloud
dynamics and the interactions of the dynamics with the microphysics •.
5.4
The Commission also agreed that, for evaluation of practical results of
weather modification experiments, it is essential that experiments be designed so as
to allow for statistical treatment. Development of techniques and procedures in this
field have to be promoted.
5.5
The Commission noted the need for regional and local surveys of clouds
and cloud systems to provide basic information required for the design and evaluation
of weather modification experiments. Information such as the air trajectories on a
synoptic scale, the water content of the clo~ds, the thermal structure of the clouds,
and the extent and time variability of the cloud systems and associated rain is also
required.
5.6
The Commission wished to emphasize strongly the absolute necessity for
promoting research and development in the above-mentioned fields in order to be able
to realize practical benefits of weather modification which still must be considered
to be largely in the research stage. In this context the Commission passed Recommendation 3 (CAS-V) urging Members and Meteorological Services to encourage research
in the field of weather modification.
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5.7
The Commission also concluded that operational efforts in weather modification should be undertaken only after the most careful study of the particular situation by experts and with the understariging that the desired end results may not always
be achieved.
5.8
In view of the desirability for WMO to have an authoritative and comprehensive statement regarding the present state of knowledge and practical benefits of
weather modification, the Secretary-General had drafted for consideration by the Commission a statement based on Technical Note No. 105. After careful consideration and
discussion of the draft, the Commission agreed to pass· Recommendation 2 (CAS-V) recommending that the Executive Committee adopt the statement given in the annex to Recommendation 2 (CAS-V) (see Annex IV) as the official WMO standpoint regarding the present
situation in some fields of weather modification.
5.9
The Commission decided that it was essential to keep the developments in
the fields of cloud physics and weather modification under continuous review and hence
established a working group for this purpose with the terms of reference given in
Resolution 3 (CAS-V) of this session.
It also suggested that WMO continue to co-sponsor, as appropriate, relevant symposia that may be organized to exchange ideas on research dnd development in
the field of weather modification.
5.10
Upon request of the Commission. for Synoptic Meteorology, the Commission
considered a consolidated survey of the present status of the definitions of fog and
mist. CSM had proposed that the definitions adopted by WMO in 1953 be amended to take
account of important advances in the physics of hydrometeors and hence had recommended
new definitions. The Commission agreed to support the new definitions proposed by CSM.
5.11
Also upon request of CSM, the Commission considered various amendments
recommended by CSM to be made to Volume I of the 1956 edition of the International
Cloud Atlas. The Commission felt that it could support the proposed amendments without
any further comments.
6.

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY AND POLLUTION (Agenda item 6)

6.1
The chairman of the Working Group on Atmospheric Pollution and Atmospheric
Chemistry presented his report on the activities of his group since the last session.
He mentioned that, in view of increasing concern allover the world with the growing
problem of atmospheric pollution caused by man, the activities of the group had been
concentrated on two different aspects of air pollution, namely:
(a)

Global and regional trends in low-concentration air pollution;

(b)

Dispersion, warning systems and forecasting of high-concentration
air pollution in cities and industrialized' areas.

6.2
In the first context the working group had proposed, and the Executive
Committee endorsed by Resolution 11 (EC-XXI), the establishment of a global network
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of stations~ situated in areaS remote from cities; to monitor background pollution at
relatively low concentrations. Turbidity; the constituents in precipitation and dry
deposition were the prime parameters to be observed at these stations, while
there
was also on optional requirement to observe a number of other important
variables.
Members had been asked to establish at least one such station in their territory and
several had indicated that they already had~ or planned to have, such stations.
6.3
With regard to meteorological aspects of· high-concentration air pollution,
the chairman reported that a simple introduction to air-pollution meteorology had been
prepared by one of the members of the group, and the Commission agreed to entrust its
president with the task of arranging for this material to be published without delay.
Preparations for a Technical Note on the dispersion, forecasting and warning-system
aspects of high-concentration pollution in cities and industrialized areas were also
reported to have been started by the group; arrangements for the completion of this
Technical Note were entrusted to a new working group.
6.4
The Commission was further informed of the establishment by Ee-XXI of a
Panel of Experts on Meteorological Aspects of Air Pollution to co-ordinate the Organization's increasing activities in this field. The panel, at its firstsession in
May 1970, had proposed that the network for measurement of air pollution at background
levels should consist of two types of stations, namely baseline stations and regional
stations. At the baseline stations; which are to be established in ideal remote locations, the same measurements will be taken as recommended by the working group and
mentioned above, but in addition, observation~ of carbon· dioxide will be required and
more sophisticated measurements of various other constituents such as carbon monoxide,
sulphur dioxide, etc •. are recommended as optional. Only 5 to 10 baseline stations
around the globe will be required. All other stations to be established for monitoring of background pollution according to the working group's proposal should be considered as regional.
The panel urgeg that the network of regional stations should be put in
operation as soon-as possible. According to information from Members, some regional
stations have been in operation since 1 July 1970. Data from these stations will be
collected in the WMO Secretariat until a more permanent arrangement for collection,
storage and publication can be found. The panel had also proposed that a manual on
the instruments and methods of observation to be used at background stations should
be prepared and the Secretariat pointed out that the manual was now in preparation.
6.5
The Commission was also informed of the work of other international organizations in the field of air pollution and particularly of the WMO participation in
preparations for the UN conference on the "human environment" in 1972, which will
consider air pollution among many other environmental problems.
6.6
The Commission recorded its appreciation and endorsement of the important
work done by the working group to increase WMO activities in the field of atmospheric
chemistry and to involve WMO actively in the world-wide efforts going on to protect
the environment and particularly the atmosphere from degradation from pollution.
It noted with great interest that the panel was co-ordinating WMO activities in this field and expressed its general support for the propositions put forward
by the panel.
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6.7
In commenting upon the action taken bi the working group and the panel,
it was generally accepted that the Commission should be particularly concerned with
the scientific studies of the output from the network of background stations.
The
Commission agreed that the items proposed for measurement at the baseline and regional
stations to be established were those on which an immediate start could be made. This
had the advantage of requiring in some cases only simple observation techniques. It
was considered that the expansion of sampling procedures at the background stations
to include further measurements which would support research on the life-cycle of
pollutants in the atmosphere should be encouraged. Suggestions were made in this connexion that the following measurements could usefully be recommended:
(a)

chemical composition and size distribution of the atmospheric
aerosols.

(b)

vertical distribution of particulate and gaseous pollutants.

The Commission expressed some reservation about the proposal
that dry
deposition be observed at the baseline and regional stations because of the difficulty
in extrapolating such measurements to depositions on natural surfaces.
6.8
The Commission also agreed that the standardization of
for measurements at the background stations should be a matter for
consider. In this context the Commission welcomed the preparation
truments and methods of observation now under way, and agreed that
the tasks of a new working group to review the manual.

the techniques used
the Commission to
of a manual on insit should be one of

6.9
In considering further the research problems involved in atmospheric chemistry and air pollution at low concentrations, the Commission agreed to emphasize the
need for encouraging research on chemical transformation of pollutants in the atmosphere
as well as of the life cycle and regional dispersion of pollutants. Special attention
was drawn to the possible implications of increasing atmospheric pollution . on the
world's climate. The Commission was informed that the Commission for Climatology had
established a working group on climatic fluctuations with terms of reference which,
to a certain extent, cover this problem. There was a need for the Commission to be
involved in the implications of increasing air pollution and the changing gaseous composition of the atmosphere on the Earth's radiation balance and its interaction with
the dynamics of the general circulation and it was decided to establish a Working Group
on Effects of Air Pollution on the Dynamics of the Atmosphere with the terms of
reference given in Resolution 4 (CAS-V).
6.10
The Commission also discussed the more important research aspects of highconcentration air pollution in urban and industrialized areas and agreed that the most
basic problems are related to turbulence in the low atmosphere and boundary-layer conditions in general. Furthermore, it was agreed that, as far as applied research in
this field is concerned, the most urgent need is for developing models for forecasting
of air pollution potential in urban areas and for establishing warning systems. Various
meso-meteorological research problems closely related to turbulence and boundary-layer
theory call for solution in this connexion. In this context, it was pointed out that
the models and techniques for studies of dispersion of pollution developed in temperate
latitudes were not always applicable in lower latitudes and that the necessity to modify
them for such applications should be considered.
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6.11

The Commission recognized the importarice of a layer of stratospheric aerosols generglly cglled the "Junge sulphgte 19yer." Since its mode of formation. and
maintenance a~ now a matter of speculcition and since the aerosol layer plays a role
in the radiation balance of the lower stratosphere, further measurements of this layer
and research in its likely mode of formation were deemed desirable.

6.12

In view of the important scientific research problems connected with air
pollution and the applied research aspects related hereto, the Commission decided to
establish a Working Group on Atmospheric Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry to keep
abreast of the development of research with the terms of reference given in Resolution 5
(CAS-V). The Commission also adopted Recommendation 4 (CAS-V) to urge Members and
Meteorological Services of non-Member countries to establish stations to be included
in the WMO network of &tations to monitor air pollution at a background level and to
embark on urgent research problems in this field.

7.

HIGH ATMOSPHERE (Agenda item 7)

7.1

At its last session, the Commission made proposals, in Recommendations 4
and 5 (CAe-IV), for using geometric altitudes, rather than pressure, as standard levels
for reporting and publishing data of the high atmosphere. The Commission was informed
of the negotiations which took place on this subject, according to a request of
EC-XVIII, between the acting presidents of CAS and CSM to arrive at an agreement on
the coding practices for transmitting the meteorological rocket and balloon data above
30 km (10 mb). The Commission considered the revised code form for rocket 'observations
(ROCOB), as detailed in Recommendation 10 (CSM-V), recently adopted by the Commission
for Synoptic Meteorology. According to this recommendation, high-level data will now
be reported with respect to both geometric heights and standard pressure levels.
7.2
In this connexion, the Commission noted that a degradation of the computed thermodynamic para~eters may occur at rocket altitudes, when the former
are presented in the form of data on isobaric surfaces as required in Pa~t 3 of the
ROCOB messages. This may be caused by the necessity to use high-level radiosonde
thermodynamic data as a foundation for the rocketsonde hydrostatic computations, with
the result that any uncorrected error in the radiosonde data will be automatically
injected into the rocketsonde data, and by the possibility of uncorrected errors in
rocketsonde temperature measurements which would affect the hydrostatic computations
(rocketsonde temperature errors are produced by a number of complex factors and in
some cases can be thoroughly corrected only by a studied inspection or computer operation which cannot be undertaken at the rocket launching station).

For cases in which rocketsondes measure winds but in which no temperature
or pressure data are available, the winds can be associated with heights as measured
by radar but cannot accurately be associated with specific pressure surfaces.
7.3
In view of this statement, the Commission agreed that, to meet the immediate
needs of synoptics and other fields of meteorology, meteorological rocket observations
should continue to be made available by telecommunications using the ROCOB messages,
including upper-level temperature and wind (also possibly air density), but that data
intended for research purposes should be reduced by refined methods prior to being
made available to the World Data Centres for archiving and publication at a later date.
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7.4
The Commission then considered with interest the report presented by the
Rapporteur for Meteorology of the High Atmosphere, and expressed its gratitude for
the excellent work he had achieved by presenting a comprehensive review of recent
advances in the understanding of meteorological problems related to the high
atmosphere.
7.5
The Commission discussed the capabilities of the indirect sounding
techniques of the atmosphere by satellites.
It was noted that Nimbus III and
Nimbus IV had provided potentially valuable results regarding free-air temperature
observations to altitudes of over 50 km, with a nearly global coverage.

7.6

It was emphasized, however, that a satellite system measuring temperatures
does not allow for a sufficiently accurate definition of the field of motion of the
high atmosphere.
The Commission therefore felt that rocket observations of the
wind field above balloon altitudes should not be discontinued, but rather encouraged,
to heights up to at least 80 km.
7.7
The Commission further discussed the complexity of the motions in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere, where tidal oscillations and gravity waves of
many scales are significant features.
Investigations in these regions of the high
atmosphere should require a more closely spaced and continuous set of observations
than is feasible with a rocket network.
This could profitably be achieved through
the radio meteor-trail technique, which should provide an almost continuous measurement of the air motions between 80 and 100 km, from a ground-based system.
7.8
In view of the fact that significant improvements had been achieved since
CAe-IV in the methods for obtaining data from the higher levels and that these
methods had proven their practicability, the Commission felt that there was a need
for a new recommendation dealing with the specific observations required for high~
atmosphere research.
The Commission accordingly adopted Recommendation 5 (CAS-V),
specifying the observations required to ensure further progress in the understanding
of upper-atmosphere phenomena.
7.9
The Commission also expressed the need for maintaining a continuing
review of activities and developments in the field of high-atmosphere meteorology,
and decided to reappoint a Rapporteur for Meteorology of the High Atmosphere with
terms of reference as indicated in Resolution 6 (CAS-V).

8.

ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION (Agenda item 8)

8.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the report prepared by the
Rapporteur for Atmospheric Radiation and was reminded that both the Commission for
Instruments and Methods of Observation and the Commission for Climatology have
working groups sharing responsibilities for the problem of atmospheric radiation.
The presidents of CIMO and CCI reviewed the activities of the respective working
groups, emphasizing the basic instrumental aspects which are the concern of CIMO and
the radiation network problems which are the basic concern of CCI.
The Commission
was also informed of the preparations by the WMO Secretariat of inter-regional
comparisons of radiometers to be arranged in Davos and Locarno in September of this
year.
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8.2
. In considering the views expressed by· the rapporteur on available
methods for measuring or determining atmospheric radiation parameters and on progress
in research related to atmospheric radiation in general, the Commission noted the
rapid development which is taking place.
The Commission agreed that there is a
continuing need to follow this development with a view to promoting improved methods
The Commission
and procedures for observing atmospheric radiation parameters.
requested its acting president to inform the president of CIMO of the continuing
need for improved instruments, methods and techniques to observe atmospheric radiation parameters at the ground, in the atmosphere, and at the top of the atmosphere.
The Commission stressed a proposal by the rapporteur that the techniques applied for
use in satellites for observation of radiation part;lmeters be studied further and
improved.
8.3
The Commission noted that the incorporation of the heating of the
atmosphere by solar radiation in dynamic models requires more adequate knowledge of
the vertical divergence of solar radiation in the real atmosphere.
Although calculations of the solar radiative flux and its divergence are available for Rayleigh
atmospheres, the important effects of clouds and aerosols are poorly understood and
must be studied experimentally and theoretically.
Useful experiments can be carried
out with radiation sondes but the non-vertical path of balloons in combination with
the non-uniform horizontal distribution of clouds suggests that very valuable
experiments could be carried out by flying several aircraft in a strictly vertical
column.
The Commission hoped that this and other experiments will be attempted by
Members with appropriate resources.
An important by-product of.such experiments
may be information on the effects of man-made pollution on atmospheric radiation.
8.4
The Commission noted that the instruments carried on existing satellites
and those planned for the future provide unprecedented opportunities to evaluate the
radiation budgets of the Earth and its atmosphere.
Preliminary studies have already
led to an important revision of the Earth's planetary albedo from 35 per cent to
about 30 per cent.
To complete our knowledge of this important subject, it is
necessary that the radiation reaching the Earth's surface be measured simultaneously
with measurements at satellite level.
This will require expansion of the existing
networks of solar pyranometers and further attention to their calibration.
Other
important aspects needing attention are the preparation of geographic maps of the
surface albedo and means for determining the long-wave emissivities and effective
radiative temperatures of the surface of the land and sea from the commonly available
data on surface temperature.
Under some conditions the effective radiative temperature may be quite different from the surface air temperature.
8.5
In addition to the obvious scientific interest in advancing our knowledge
of the radiative balance of the Earth and atmosphere, it should be noted that the
principal effects of man-made pollution on climate will arise.through modifications
of the radiative balance.
This demands that we determine the present state of the·
heat balance as precisely as possible and suggests that it should be monitored on a
continuing basis i~ the years ahead (see also paragraphs 6.9 and 6.11).
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8.6
In view of the need to keep a continuing review of the developments in
the field of atmospheric radiation, and particularly in order to make further proposals for research activities in this field to the next session of the Commission,
the Commission decided to appoint a Rapporteur on Atmospheric Radiation with terms
of reference given in Resolution 7 (CAS-V). In this connexion the Commission also
adopted Recommendation 6 (CAS-V) to encourage Members and Meteorological Services
of non-Member countries to engage in increased research activities in the field of
atmospheric radiation.

9.

ATMOSPHERIC OZONE (Agenda item 9)

9.1
The Commission considered with interest the report prepared by the Rapporteur for Atmospheric Ozone in which various aspects and implications of the total
ozone observations and the measurement of vertical ozone distribution are discussed,
emphasis being on network density and reliability of the observations.
9.2
The Commission felt that the basic network for measuring the total ozone
content is far from adequate, and that substantial efforts should be made to develop
a denser and more extensive network of ozone-observing stations. In this connexion,
the Commission noted with appreciation the recent efforts made by several Regional
Associations to promote the creation of expanded network~ for observing total ozone.
The Commission more particularly recommended that latitudinal and seasonal variations
of total ozone be f~rther investigated through systematic observations on a worldwide basis. The Commission was informed of promising preliminary results on total
ozone from satellite experiments. Although satellite measurements offer the best
hope for uniform global coverage of measurements of total ozone, the Commission
thought that Resolution 29 (EC-XVIII) - Total ozone networks- should be kept in force,
pending a thorough scrutiny of the satellite results.
9.3
The greater part of the discussion was focused on measurements of the
vertical ozone distribution. The Commission was informed of recent studies of the
"Umkehr" method which suggested that results below the main ozone maximum were not
a significant improvement on a statistical prediction method using total ozone as
predictor. A similar conclusion may possibly apply to indirect sensing from satellites. It was recognized that these facts served to emphasize the importance of
extending the ozone-sounding network to obtain the three-dimensional seasonal variations of the vertical ozone distribution below the main maximum. The latent hazard
of ozone to the safe operation of SST flights in the lower and middle stratosphere
was pointed out.
The Commission noted the rapporteur's statement that the "Umkehr" method
would be very useful for obtaining the ozone distribution in the upper stratosphere,
provided careful observations were made with a well-kept and sensitive Dobson instru-.
ment. The Commission was informed that indirect satellite sensing by means of ultraviolet measurements showed promise for the region above the main ozone maximum to
just below 50 km. There was some evidence that deriv~d concentrations near 50 km were
somewhat low because of backscattering by a stratospheric aerosol layer at this level.
It was considered that direct measurements by rocket techniques were needed to evalu~
ate the indirect sensing results properly and that such measurements would be required
for evaluation of advances in the photochemical theory.
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9.4
The Commission emphasized the value of ozone as a tracer for checking the
reliability of numerical models of the general circulation, developed to be used, for
instance, within the framework of GARP, and concurred with. the statement of the rapporteur that fUrther improvement in the photochemical theory was urgently needed for
the proper inclusion of ozone as a tracer in such models. In view of the fact,
however, that the study of ozone in this context has at least so far not been accepted
as a project under GARP, it was agreed that research on the problem of using ozone as
a tracer for studies of the general circulation and ·research on photochemical reaction
rates should be promoted by the Commission.
9.5
The Commission also reviewed the regional and world-wide activities of
WMO in the field of atmospheric ozone. It noted with appreciation that the publication "Ozone data for the world" issued by the ~nadian Meteorological Service had
been expanded to include the catalogue of ozone stations, and that the preparation
of the revised version of WMO Technical Note No. 36 - Ozone observations and their
meteorological applications-was now in progress according to the wishes of CAe-IV.
9.6
The Commission noted with appreciation the information that successful
results had been achieved at the recent international comparison of ozone-sondes
arranged early this year at Hohenpeissenberg (Fed. Rep. of Germany) by lAMAP and WMO.
The Commission was further informed of results from a series of intercomparisons of
ten total ozone instruments which had been arranged in Hungary in 1969. Seven different European countries had participated. Indications were given and will soon be
~ublished about differences that may exist between the results of instruments in different parts of the European total ozone network.
9.7
In view of the need for continuing review of international ozone activiti~
and particularly in view of keeping abreast of developments in relation to the use of
satellites for observing ozone in the atmosphere, the Commission agreed to appoint a
rapporteur with the terms of reference given in Resolution 8 (CAS-V). In order to
emphasize the more urgent .aspects of the matters considered in paragraphs 9.3, 9.4
and 9.6, the Commission adopted Recommendation 7 (CAS-V).
10.

SATELLITE METEOROLOGY (Agenda item 10)

10.1
In reviewing the activities of WMO connected with satellite meteorology,
the Commission noted that the WMO Advisory Committee, which had the responsibility of
providing advice on the application of satellites to meteorology, had been dissolved.
It further noted that the only other WMO constituent body which had appointed a rapporteur or working group in this field was CIMO, which has a working group interested
in the instrumental aspects of the problem.
10.2
In view of thi~ and because of the rapid advances being made in this very
important field, the Commission decided to establish a Working Group on Satellite
Meteorology with terms of reference as given in Resolution 9 (CAS-V).
10.3
It was noted that it is unlikely that complete geostationary coverage will
be available for th~ first GARP Global Experiment in 1975 or 1976. The Commission
considered that a geostationary satellite located over the Indian Ocean would be most
useful in studying the meteorology of that area.
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10.4
The Commission wished to support Nigeria's proposal for a regional training seminar in Region I (Africa) on the interpretation and use of meteorological
satellite data.
10.5
One Member requested that the Secretary-General investigate the possibility of setting up an international scho61 for instruction in satellite meteorology.
11.

TROPICAL METEOROLOGY (Agenda item 11)

11.1

General~genda

item 11.1)

11.1.1
The Commission for Synoptic Meteorology has asked the Commission for its
views on the definition of a convergence line. The definitions adopted by CSM-V
were considered by the Commissiorr to be acceptable.
11.1.2
It was noted that the last symposium on tropical meteorology (Honolulu,
1970) was of considerable value. The Commission endorsed the proposal that WMOsponsored symposia on tropical meteorology be held at three- to four-year intervals
but felt that the exclusion of such subjects as tropical cyclones from these symposia
is not scientifically justifiable. Programmes of future symposia should be planned
not on the basis of exclusion of major topics but rather to permit concentration on
a specific area if this should appear to the organizing committee to be desirable.
It was noted that plans were underway to convene the next symposium in India.
11.1.3
Since 1962, the Secretariat of the WMO has been collecting and distributing brief annual outlines of Members' research work in tropical meteorology. Fortyone members have contributed to this programme and requests for extra copies of the
reports have proven that it is useful. The Commission noted that there was an active
demand for these reports from meteorological services and universities and that they
served a useful function .and should be continued.
11.2

The GARP tropical sub-programme (Agenda item 11.2)

11.2.1
At its previous session, the Commission established a Working Group on
Tropical Meteorology. This group had been given the task of advising on how an adequate observational survey of some defined part of the tropical atmosphere could be
obtained. Its report, which was presented to the president in late 1966, has been
very useful in the early planning for what is now known as the GARP Tropical Experiment.
11.2.2
The Commission noted that the planning for the GARP Tropical Experiment
was well advanced and entering the operational phase. It wished to express strong
Bupport for this experiment. It hoped that countries would participate to the fullest extent to which their facilities would allow. It was agreed that the planning
for the GARP Tropical Experiment had accelerated development of new observational
techniques which involve the use of geostationary satellites (1) to obtain winds from
cloud top movement; and (2) to detect the active portions of clouds by accentuating
the contrast of cloud photographs.
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND WAVE MOTION (Agenda item 12)

12.1
In view of information submitted by the Secretary-General, the Commission
considered the continuing requests for basic and applied meteorological research on
turbulence and wave motion in the free atmosphere because of the importance of these
processes in the safe operation of aircraft.
12.2
It was noted that ICAO and the WMO Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
had, during the last few years, expressed concern that the scientific understanding of
clear-air turbulence was far from complete and that the matter required further
research mainly in view of the special operational requirements of the supersonic
aircraft now being tested. Mor& particularly, the WMO Scientific and Technical Conference on Aeronautical Meteorology held in London, March 1968, had stated among
other things that "clear-air turbulence is still a very important aviation problem"
and that "despite some progress, much co-ordinated research has still to be done
before there can be adequate forecast made". Further detailed observational and
research programmes to determine the nature of turbulence models are also required.
12.3
At the CAeM extraordinary session held in 1969, jointly with the Sixth
Air Navigation Conference of ICAO, it had been pointed out that the specification of
successful means and practices for avoiding clear-air turbulence was dependent upon
satisfactory forecast, remote detection and measurement techniques, and that the problem could only be partially resolved using the current limited available knowledge
of turbulence. At this conference, it was also mentioned that in order to assist
pilots in avoiding or minimizing encounters with clear-air turbulence, a number of
rules of thumb had been compiled. The conference recommended that these rules of
thumb should be reviewed and updated by ICAO, in consultation with WMO, taking into
account the experience required and the research or studies now in progress. In this
connexion, the Commission was informed by the representative of IFALPA that the present methods of forecasting turbulence are inadequate for aircraft operations and
that the rules of thumb issued by ICAO to assist in recording turbulence can no longer
possibly be followed in view of today's Air Traffic Control procedures, as the high
density of traffic over large parts of the world's airline routes will often not
permit the pilot to vary speed, altitude or track.
12.4
The Commission, after considering the important problems pointed out by
the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology and ICAO, agreed that there is obviously
a need for increased research activities in the field of clear-air turbulence, both
basic and applied. The Commission emphasized also that turbulence and wave motion
in the free atmosphere have increasingly been recognized as playing a role in energy
dissipation and momentum transport which might have significant effect in largerscale air motions and on the general circulation of the atmosphere. The Commission
hence pointed out that further research in this field was not only necessary in view
of the practical implications mentioned in earlier paragraphs but also for the provision of a better understanding of the physics of the atmosphere.
12.5
In view of the need for continuous review of the developments and research
activities in relation to turbulence and wave motion in the free atmosphere, and, more
particularly, in orqer to support ICAO in reviewing and updating the rules of thumb
for avoiding or minimizing encounters with clear-air turbulence, the Commission agreed
to appoint a rapporteur with the terms of reference given in Resolution 10 (CAS-V).
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12.6
The Commission noted that the president of the Commission, several years
ago, had been requested by the Executive Committee to consider the need for revision
of the WMO Technical Note No. 34 - The airflow over mountains. The Commission agreed
that the acting president, in consultation with the president of CAeM, would again
consider the desirability and feasibility of revising this Technical Note. If revi~
sion were considered advisable, the president should request the Secretary-General to
make suitable arrangements for having the Note revised and updated.

13.

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY (Agenda item 13)

13.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the report of the chairman of the
Working Group on Atmospheric Electricity. The Commission expressed its great appreciation for the publication "Results of ground observations of atmosphere electricity"
issued by the Soviet Data Centre in Leningrad and its hope that this publication will
continue. It agreed to ask the Secretary-General of WMO to send circular letters to
Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member countries suggesting that they
inform relevant institutions within their countries of the desirability of forwarding
results of atmosphere electricity measurements as quickly as possible to the data
centre in Leningrad, following the rules established by the centre for this purpose.
13.2
The Commission discussed with great interest the material presented by the
working group regarding the relationship between atmospheric electricity and other
aspects of meteorology. It noted particularly the increasing interest shown in the
correlation between variations in the atmosphere conductivity and the aerosol content
of the atmosphere. The Commission agreed that it is desirable to promote further
research on this correlation.
13.3
Although aware of the work already achieved by CIMO in this connexion,
the Commission requested its acting president to draw the attention of the president
of CIMO to the need in still many cases for standardized techniques and methods of
observation in the field of atmospheric electricity in general, and mentioned in
particular the need for such standardization with regard to techniques and methods
used for counting of lightning strokes.
13.4
The Commission agreed that in view of the many important connexions which
exist between the electricity conditions and other meteorological phenomena, it would
be highly desirable if a Technical Note describing the present situation and giving
suggestions for application of atmospheric electricity concepts to various aspects
of meteorology could be prepared. Noting that the working group had recommended that
it be re-established to continue and finish this task, the Commission agreed to
establish a Working Group on Atmospheric Electricity with the terms of reference given
in Resolution 11 (CAS-V).
13.5
The Commission was informed that in connexion with the next General
Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics in Moscow, in 1971,
a session will be arranged on applications of atmospheric electricity to other
aspects of meteorology. In addition, the Commission supported a suggestion by the.
working group that WMO act as co-sponsor for the planned Fifth International Conference
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on Atmospheric Electricity in co-operation with relevant organizations. The Commission requested the Secretary-General to consider the possibilities of arranging
for WMO co-sponsorship under such conditions.

13.6
Considering that the application of atmospheric electricity to various
activities in meteorology could be improved if some specific scientific problems
could be solved, and considering that proposals for tackling these problems are given
in the Ten-Year Programme for Atmospheric Electricity sponsored by the IAMAP/IAGA
Joint Committee on Atmospheric Electricity, the Commission requested the SecretaryGeneral to take appropriate steps to advise Members and Meteorological Services of
non-Member countries on the desirability of supporting, through relevant research
institutions and observatories in their countries, the pl~ns given in the abovementioned ten-year programme.
14.

ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY-LAYER STUDIES (Agenda item 14)

14.1
The Commission took note and expressed its appreciation of the report
of the two rapporteurs who had been appointed to consider jointly this problem. The
report gave a condensed summary of the present state of knowledge regarding those
aspects of the boundary layer which relate to its interaction with the general circulation of the atmosphere and to models applied in numerical forecasting and simulation. It pointed particularly at the need for continued and increased research activities concerning the relation between surface fluxes and large-scale parameters,
especially as regards the effect of stratification. The determination of realistic
areal averages of the momentum flux for typical variable terrain and for the sea,
considering variatio~s with height in relation to advection and diurnal changes, is
of great significance, as well as similar determinations of heat and vapour fluxes.
14.2
The Commission agreed that the research aspects mentioned by the rapporteurs were of high priority and needed further consideration and promotion. In
discussing the possibilities of developing realistic areal averages of the momentum
flux for typical variable terrain, the Commission considered the need expressed by
the rapporteurs for a production of climatological maps of surface roughness. It
was informed that the Commission for Climatology had considered this problem at its
last session and came to the conclusion that the production of such maps was probably
premature in view of the complexities involved. The Commission agreed that the problem was extremely complicated and that, at least on an experimental basis, this problem should be thoroughly studied by experts from both the Commission itself, the
Commission for Climatolog~ and possibly other commissions. The Commission hence
decided to establish a Working Group on Atmospheric Boundary-layer Problems with the
terms of reference given in Resolution 12 (CAS-V).
14.3
The Commission considered a proposal by the joint rapporteurs that a
symposium on boundary-layer problems in relation to large-scale dynamics of the
atmosphere and to numerical modelling thereof should be arranged by WMO before the
next session of the Commission. It agreed to request the acting president to consider, in view of the developments and with the advice of the working group, whether and
when it would be de~irable to arrange such a symposium an4 if so, to ask the SecretaryGeneral to consider ways and means of making such an arrangement.
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14.4
The Commission noted with interest and appreciation a document from the
president of the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology indicating the important
work being carried out on the micrometeorology of the boundary layer in its applications to agricultural problems by a CAgM working group on agricultural aspects of
micrometeorology. It also noted with satisfaction the information that a journal
for boundary-layer problems is being published in the Netherlands.
15.

GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAMME (Agenda item 15)

15.1

General (Agenda item 15.1)

15.1.1
The Commission noted with great interest the progress of the planning
for GARP and fully agreed with its objectives. The programmes of the Commission
for the next four years have been designed to complement the work of GARP.
15.1.2
In reviewing the planning for GARP the attention of the Commission was
drawn to proposals for additional experiments which did not have first priority:
(a)

Special studies of air mass modification over seas adjacent to
continents:--fhe-Joint-Organ1z1ng--Committee-has-formed-a-study
group-to-indicate priorities for the various areas under consideration. In this regard, it was noted that Japan is considering a
project to study this subject on and near islands in south-western
Japan in 1974.

(b)

Studies to obtain data on the inflow and outflow of energy in polar
regions:--fhe-lOGG-Commission-on-Polar-Meteorology-Is-plannIng-to-focus-attention on this subject by convening a symposium at the
time of the next IUGG Assembly.

(c)

Studies of cross-sections of the atmosphere along certain meridians
with-the-aia-of-rockets:---A-paneI-of-COSPAR-Working-Group-6-is---inter~stea-in-organizIng this study.

(d)

Stratospheric warming experiment.
------------------~----~--------

See paragraph 15.2.

15.1.3
The Commission was informed of the progress of the GARP basic data-set
project. Clearly much valuable experience has been gained from the work done to
date with the first (November 1969) and second (June 1970) sets. It was understood
that copies of the final data sets would be made available to Members on request at
a minimum charge. The Commission noted that the real success of the project will
depend on the extent to which meteorologists use these sets. It further added that
information on the value of the observations received and the quality-control procedures used would be extremely valuable.
15.2

GARP sub-programme - Stratospheric warming experiment (Agenda item 15.2)

15.2.1
The Commission fully shared the opinion of the JOC that emphasis must be
placed on those projects which are of direct concern to GARP. However, it was felt
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that the limitation of the upward extent of GARP to 30 km might be too restrictive.
Concern was expressed that the effect of a major stratospheric warming event might
accumulate and unduly influence subsequent long-range predictions. It was noted
that the JOC had called for a re-definition of the objectives regarding this experiment and considered that further numerical experimentation was required. The JOC
added that a re-assessment by CAS would be valuable.
15.2.2
To
of its Working
this group had
experiment and

obtain guidance in this matter, the Commission considered the report
Group on the Stratospheric Warming Experiment. It was agreed that
done valuable work in studying the problems involved in mounting an
had undertaken surveys to ascertain its feasibility.

15.2.3
Indirect temperature soundings obtained from satellites can now be used
to monitor STRATWARMSj they do not, however, provide sufficient resolution in the
vertical to study them in detail. Clearly, a better observational programme is
called for. The United States and Canada have a joint Arctic high-altitude network
of stations making observations reaching levels above 30 km which is supplemented
by a meteorological rocket network. The U.S.S.R. is planning to carry out a polar
experiment in the course of which a network of radiosonde stations will be established with a resolution of 500k~ In connexion with this experiment, the rocketsonde
station on Heiss Island will be used.
15.2.4
In view of the renewed interest in the experiment, the Commission decided
to re-establish a Working Group on the Stratospheric Warming Experiment with terms
of reference as indicated in Resolution 13 (CAS-V).
15.2.5
In view of the fact that there has been no convincing explanation for
a major stratospheric warming and that the phenomenon has not been observed in sufficient detail, the Commission decided in Recommendation 8 (CAS-V) to recommend that
the present arrangements for the STRATWARM scheme continue until the end of 1975.
16.

WMO PARTICIPATION IN OTHER INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAMMES
(Agenda item 16)
Co-operation in solar-terrestrial physics

16.1
The Inter-Union Commission on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (IUCSTP) of ICSU
has a continuous programme for basic monitoring of the solar-terrestrial environment
by global networks of ground-based stations and space vehicles. Its main scientific
interests are: solar activity phenomena, ionospheric phenomena, geomagnetism, auror~
cosmic rays and airglow. IUCSTP has now established a permanent monitoring programme
called Monitoring of the Sun-Earth Environment (MONSEE) and has formally approached
WMO regarding closer co-operation in these monitoring activities.
10.2
Noting that the WMO Convention called for facilitating world-wide cooperation in the establishment of networks of stations for the making of meteorological observations or other geophysical observations related to meteorology, the Commission strongly supported co-operation with IUCSTP, particularly in areas in which new
light might be shed on the relations between solar activity and atmospheric dynamics.
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16.3
To consider meteorological problems and programmes in fields of interrelationships between the atmosphere and solar-terrestrial phenomena, the Commission
established a Working Group on Meteorological Aspects of Solar-terrestrial Relationships with terms of reference as indicated in Resolution 14 (CAS-V).
Meteorological programme for world geophysical days and intervals
16.4
The Executive Committee has assigned the, responsibility for approving
the International Geophysical Calendar to the president of CAS. This calendar,
which is prepared by the International Ursigram and World Days Service gUWDS),
desi~nates the days and intervals selected for special attention for geophysical
observations, experiments and data interchange or analyses.
16.5
A proposal to consider random spacing of Regular Geophysical Days, instead
of the present regular selection, i.e. each Wednesday throughout the year, was placed
before the Commission. Meteorologists from the southern hemisphere supported this
proposal, as they have noted that the seven-day interval is close to the characteristic period for the passage of southern hemisphere synoptic weather systems. 'Meteorologists from the northern hemisphere have noticed only weak periodicities, and
these are shorter than one week.
16.6
In discussing this problem, the Commission felt that a random calendar
would be more difficult to adhere to, in that the randomly selected days would sometimes fallon weekends and would, from time to time, fallon consecutive days.
Because of these difficulties, it was therefore decided to postpone any changes in
the calendar until a concrete proposal that is operationally feasible is available.
In this regard the Commission agreed that more research in the southern hemisphere,
particularly in the higher levels of the atmosphere, was necessary.
Global ocean research
16.7
The Commission considered that meteorologists were already involved in
ocean research. It noted that, in addition to the air-sea interaction studies of
the Global Atmospheric Research Programme, the CAS Working Groups on Numerical Weather
Prediction and Atmospheric Boundary-layer Problems have terms of reference relating
to the oceans.
16.8
Much more knowledge is needed on the ways in which gases and aerosols
in the atmosphere are transferred to the ocean surface. The Commission considered,
however, that the rates of deposition of aerosols from the atmosphere to the oceans
was quite a complicated problem and efforts to establish special networks to study
the large-scale diffusion of atmospheric pollutants into the oceans would be difficult and should not be undertaken at this time.
16.9
The Commission wished to encourage further studies of the transfer processes between the atmosphere and the oceans and adopted Recommendation 9 (CAS-V)
to this effect.
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INTERNATIONAL METEORa...OGICAL TABLES (Agenda item 17)

17.1
The Commission listened with appreciation to a concise report of the
Working Group on International Meteorological Tables presented by the chairman. It
noted with satisfaction that the continued and substantial efforts of the members
of the working group had resulted in the completion and publication of the first
two sets of tables, providing the community of meteorologists, and scientists of
other disciplines, with invaluable reference material for both meteorological work
and documentation. Grateful acknowledgements were offered to the members of the
working group and the experts who helped in the task .. Noting that the preparation
of the tables had been effectively performed by the extensive use of electronic computers, the Commission also expressed its thanks to the meteorological services which
had made their computer facilities available for this purpose.
17.2
The Commission was very pleased to learn that a third set of tables had
now reached an advanced stage of preparation, and that its publication could be
expected by the end of the year. It will include data on atmospheric physics.
17.3
It was realized that at least two more sets of tables will be needed
to cover all aspects of meteorology satisfactorily. In this connexion, the Commission commented upon the specific contents of these future series of tables and
formulated the wish that a special set of tables on radiation receive early consideration. It was agreed that an expert on radiation should be invited to serve on the
forthcoming working group in order to engage in the preparation of these tables.
17.4
The Commission agreed that it would be necessary to re-establish a
working group to proceed with the preparation and publication of the remaining series
of the International Meteorological Tables. It was agreed that this working group
should have the responsibility of making proposals as to the topics of the tables to
be prepared, keeping in mind the desirability for the early publication of tables
on radiation, as stated above, and that the acting president should be authorized to
approve this selection on behalf of the Commission. The Commission recorded its
decision in Resolution 15 (CAS-V).
17.5
The Commission further agreed to ask its acting president to request the
Secretary-General to make suitable arrangements in the Secretariat for the editing of
the next sets of Tables. The outgoing chairman of the working group emphasized in
this connexion that the assistance of a full-time editor at the Secretariat had proved
to be essential to the success of the project, and that this fact should be kept in
mind when future arrangements are made.
18.

'"

CATALOGUE OF METEORa...OGICAL DATA FOR RESEARCH (Agenda item 18)

18.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the progress made in the publication of the Catalogue of Meteorological Data for Research, Part I of which contains
information on published synoptic and climatological data. It further noted that
this part, which was published in 1965, was brought up to date in 1969. Part II,
containing information on observations at stations extending over 80 years or more
and Part III, which contains information on the availability of machine-processable
data, are ready for publication.
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18.2
To make the data in the catalogue more useful, the Commission considered
that cross-indexing might be appropriate. It did not feel, however, that it would
be feasible to prepare parts of the catalogue by computer, as the amount of material
was judged to be too small for this purpose.
18.3
The Commission was informed of work done by means of informal planning
meetings and consultants under the World Weather Watch toward development of a WMO
data classification system, which will be based on the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) system. This system would classify all meteorological information, the
most important being meteorological observations. Furthermore, it was understood
that more discussions are required with experts knowledgeable in the UDC system and
that several years would be required before a WMO system could be agreed on.
18.4
The Commission does not recommend any changes in the format of the present
Catalogue of Meteorological Data for Research. It suggests that its contents should
be updated at roughly five-year intervals until the publication is superseded by a
computer-held catalogue maintained as part of the archives at WMCsand RMCs of the
WWW.

19.

EXCHANGE, PROCESSING, STORAGE AND PUBLICATION OF DATA FOR RESEARCH
(Agenda item 19)

19.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the report of the Working Group
on the Processing and Exchange of Meteorological Data for Research. The proposals
of this group have formed a very useful basis for subsequent informal planning
meetings which have led to the preparation of three planning reports in this field.
Further proposals of the group on the media to be used for the ~xchange of meteorological data for research have also been agreed to by WMO.
19.2
If research workers and climatologists are to use the data received from
telecommunications channels, quality-control procedures necessitating ogreement on
details concerned with codes and telecommunications procedures become important. In
discussing the quality of data exchanged by telecommunications, the Commission noted
that many problems still exist. Much useful work has been done by informal planning
meetings mentioned above on the subject of quality control. The Commission was
informed that a consultant will be engaged to develop uniform quality-control procedures utilizing computer techniques. He will examine the incidence of errors in
various types of reports and evolve programmes for their detection. Furthermore,
guidance is available on quality-control procedures for various centres with or without computer capabilities. While much can be done in this regard, there is still an
urgent need to detect and correct errors after the data are put into the meteorological telecommunications system. There is also a need to develop a query system for
missing observations. It was noted that CSM-V did not wish to develop procedures for
query messages because the transmission of these messages would upset telecommunications schedules at this time. As the need for obtaining more reliable data remains
a grave problem the Commission hoped that a more modern Global Telecommunications
System would go far towards solving the problem.
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19.3
To advise the acting president of th~ Commission on problems arising in
this field, the Commission decided to appoint a Rapporteur on Processing and Exchange
of Meteorological Data for Research (see Resolution 16 (CAS-V)). In addition, the
rapporteur is to represent the Commission on the Executive Committee Panel of Experts
on Collection,Storage, and Retrieval of Data for Research and at appropriate informal
planning meetings.
19.4
The Commission observed that in some planning discussions it had been
assumed that research workers having a need for certain data should apply to the
national Meteorological Service. It felt that this practice would be unnecessarily
restrictive and that procedures should be formulated which would enable scientists
to obtain their data directly from the data centre involved if they so wish.
20.

ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS IN AEROLOGICAL SOUNDINGS (Agenda item 20)

20.1
The Commission noted with appreciation the report of the Working Group
on Accuracy Requirements in Aerological Soundings. The first work of the group has
been a complete revision of WMO's Technical Note No. 45, entitled "Performance
requirements of aerological instruments." This manuscript has been approved by the
acting president of the Commission for publication in WMO's Technical Note series.
20.2
The report of the working group contains specific accuracy requirements
or performance limits for wind soundings, temperature soundings and humidity soundings. In specifying these, two limits of observational error were chosen:
Limit (a):

The limit beyond which further reduction is unnecessary for
the use specified (fixed at half the amplitude of the "noise"
arising from other causes);

Limit (b):

The limit of observational error beyond which observations
are of negligible value for the use specified (fixed at the
amplitude of the "signal" itself).

The Commission wished to endorse the values proposed by the working group
and invited the president of CIMO to arrange to have them included in the next revision to the Guide to Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practices.
20.3
It was pointed out that the report should reflect the fact that measurements cannot be instantaneous and, in fact, represent integrations over a period of
time and vertical thickness. The Commission suggested that footnotes to this effect
be added to the relevant tables.
20.4
With regard to the lower limit of 0.15°C arrived at for tropospheric
temperature soundings using statistical data, some Members felt that for many practical purposes the value of 0.2°C would ensure sufficient accuracy.
20.5
Following the proposals of the working group, it was agreed that the
president of CSM, in the course of the planning for the World Weather Watch, be asked
to consider adopting the group's proposals for eliminating some of the inhomogeneities
of observation of geopotential height and temperature by radiosondes during analysis
of the data.
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20.6
It was suggested that regular up-to-date determinations of mean differences
between
reports
from routine soundings made at 12-hour intervals at individual
stations be obtained, together with estimates of the standard deviation of the random
errors of the reported observations, at 100 mb and at higher isobaric levels, for
geopotential height and for temperature.
20.7
In addition, regular determinations of mean incompatibilities between
reported observations from different stations during darkness are also required for
geopotential heights and temperatures at 100 mb and higher isobaric levels.
20.8
The information requested above would enable systematic corrections to
be applied to reported values from individual stations by night and also by day to
reduce them to a common standard, and would enable the relative reliability of reports
from different stations to be taken into account by the users. The reported values
"corrected" in this way would still contain the contributions from the random parts
of the errors of observation and sampling, i.e. the "corrected" reports would still
scatter, but would do so about a common standard instead of about differing standards.
20.9
It was noted that estimates of the values detailed in the previous paragraphs can be determined by statistical and also by synoptic-type studies of the
reports from routine soundings, both for individual stations and for groups of stations using the same kind of radiosonde and operating under a single controlling
authority. Estimates can be derived from seasonal or from monthly samples. The
greatest accuracy in these estimates can usually be achieved when winds are light
and root-mean-square vector wind changes with time and with distance are small, i.e.
in the stratosphere in summer in extra-tropical latitudes and, more generally, in
most tropical regions.
20.10
Annual determinations (in summer in extra-tropical latitudes) of the mean
and standard deviations at one or more WMCs or RMCs are desirable followed by wide
and rapid dissemination of the results. The values of the mean 12-hour difference
for each type of sonde and each level will vary with season, with local time and with
location of the stations. Exploration of these variations necessitates estimates of
the mean differences throughout a wide variation of circumstances, perhaps throughout a year, for particular types of sonde used in particular kinds of location. Study
of such statistics would enable separation of the instrumental and atmospheric contributions to the mean 12-hour changes. It is envisaged that such wide investigations
would only require revision when changes are introduced in observing equipment or
techniques, or when the annual checks indicate material changes have occurred.
20.11
To facilitate these investigations and to aid the application of corrections, the following information should be made available at appropriate analysis
centres so far as possible:
(a)

An identification of the radiosonde used;

(b)

The time to the nearest five minutes when the sounding passed through
the 100-mb surface (greatest precision is required when the solar
elevation is low); and
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(c)

The value of the underlying albedo used in radiation corrections
already applied before reporting. (If no radiation corrections
are applied, this fact would be sufficient. If radiation corrections are applied, and the albedo is assumed to be the same on
every sounding, this fact would also be sufficient.)

20.12
Following a request by the president of CIMO, the Commission prepared a
statement of the observational requirements of lower tropospheric soundings. This
material appears in the annex to this paragraph (see Annex III).
20.13
The Commission noted the views of CIMO that, when one specifies the accuracy requirement for the temperature at a particular point in space, one must specify
the characteristics of the surface above which the measurement above is made, the
height of the point of measurement, the value of the time interval, and the tolerance
of this interval.
20.14
With the advent of the use of the satellite to obtain temperature profiles, it was noted that there is a greater need for more accuracy of conventional
radiosondes at the higher levels for the purpose of combining the results of the new
indirect techniques with the conventional ones. With this in mind, the Commission
wished to bring to the attention of the president of CIMO the necessity of making
efforts to improve the homogeneity of radiosondes, possibly by organizing international comparisons of radiosondes, with particular emphasis on the stratospheric
levels.
21.

STANDARD ATMOSPHERES (Agenda item 21)

21.1
The Commission agreed that a standard atmosphere should be defined as
follows: a hypothetical vertical distribution of atmospheric temperature, pressure,
and density, which, by international agreement, is roughly representative of yearround, mid-latitude conditions. Typical usages are as a basis for pressure altimeter calibrations, aircraft performance calculations, aircraft and rocket design,
ballistic tables, and meteorological diagrams. The air is assumed to obey the perfect
gas law and the hydrostatic equation which, taken together, relate temperature, pressure and density with geopotential. Only one standard atmosphere should be specified
at a particular time and this standard atmosphere must not be subjected to amendment
except at intervals of many years.
21.2
The concept of a standard atmosphere is of long standing and such a standard was first established by the International Commission for Air Navigation which
preceded ICAO. It was agreed that the Commission should recommend to the Executive
Committee that the ICAO standard atmosphere be formally adopted for use by WMO. To
avoid confusion with other terminology in this field, namely, reference atmospheres
or supplementary atmospheres, it was recommended that the term "standard atmosphere"
be applied solely to the ICAO standard atmosphere. Accordingly, Recommendation 10
(CAS-V) was adopted. In this regard, the Commission realized that adoption of the
ICAO standard atmosphere implied a change in the definition of a geopotential metre
and that the International Meteorological Tables would have to be recalculated and
slightly amended.
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21. 3
The Commission agreed on the following definition for "reference atmospheres": a family of atmospheres which are hypothetical vertical distributions of
atmospheric temperature, pressure and· density which, by international agreement,
are roughly representative of the various geographical and seasonal conditions over
the Earth. The air is assumed to obey the perfect gas law and the hydrostatic equation which, taken together, relate temperature, pressure and density with geopotential. These atmospheres are more realistic than the standard atmosphere. (A typical
title of one of the atmospheres in such a family could be "international polar summer
reference atmosphere, 1972".)
21.4
The Commission had been asked by the Executive Committee to examine the
possibility of broadening the concept of standard or reference atmospheres to include
additional meteorological elements. In this regard, the Commission agreed on the
following definition for "supplementary atmospheres": additional hypothetical vertical distributions of atmospheric parameters related to, but other than, those of pressure, temperature, and density provided in the "standard" ·and "reference" atmospheres.
(A typical title could be "ozone supplement to the international polar summer reference
atmosphere, 1974".)
21.S
The Commission was informed that WMO was represented on a ~orking group
of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO/TC 20/WG-6), which is
seeking to obtain international standards in this field. It was informed that the
working group has recommended to ISO that the ICAO standard atmosphere be adopted
and that further efforts are in progress to extend this atmosphere to levels above
32 km.
21.6
It was further noted that the ISO working group is developing a family
of "reference atmospheres" and is also exploring the possibility of presenting characteristics of other parameters, such as wind, moisture, icing, and clouds, and that
future meetings of this group would discuss these questions. It can be noted here
that the ISO interest in wind, moisture, icing, and clouds comes under the concept
of "supplementary atmospheres" as defined in paragraph 21.4.
21.7
With regard to "supplementary atmospheres", the Commission suggests that
WMO consider supporting such supplements only after there is a proven need for each
model.
The following "reference atmospheres" are being developed by the ISO
21.8
working group:
1.

Mean annual for lsoN

2.

Mean summer (2 months) and winter (2 months) for 30 0 N and 4soN

3.

Mean summer (2 months) and mean cold and warm winter regimes for
600 N over North America

4.

Mean of the summer months, cold winter regime, warm winter regime
for 800 N over U.S.S.R.
NOTES:

1. All atmospheres are to extend from the surface to 80 km
if possible.
2. Draft recommendations are scheduled for November 1970.
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21.9
To assist ISO in this important work ~nd to assure that WMO be properly
represented, the Commission proposed that a Rapporteur on Standard and Reference
Atmospheres be appointed with terms o"f reference as set down in Resolution 17 (CAS-V).

21.10
The Commiss ion had also been asked by the Executive Committee to look
into the problem of preparing a reference book on climatological information on
certain elements which could not be dealt with in the concept of standard and reference atmospheres. It was noted that this has been considered by the Commission for
Climatology which has set up a Working Group on Aeroclimatology with this problem
in its terms of reference.

22.

WMO PROGRAMMES RELATED TO RESEARCH (Agenda item 22)

22.1

Visiting scientist programme (Agenda item 22.1)

The difficulties in implementing this programme were explained to the
Commission, namely, that it has been difficult to find eminent scientists to visit
developing and in particular tropical countries for periods of several months to
aid them with their research programmes. In discussing this problem, the Commission
considered that in some caies a fellowship programme could be used in place of the
visiting scientist programme. However, some of the problems involved necessitated
visits to a country to examine local conditions and local data, in which a fellowship programme would not be appropriate. The Commission considered that countries
submitting proposals for a visiting scientist could very well request one or more
eminent scientists in the relevant field, but in the event of the unavailability of
these scientists, they should be invited to accept other available scientists as
replacements if they so wish. The Commission felt that developing, and particularly
the tropical countries should be given priority in receiving the benefits of this
programme in view of the fact that visits of eminent scientists to more developed
countries are already frequent and need little encouragement.
22.2

'"

WMO prizes (Agenda item 22.2)

The Commission has been informed of the creation by the WMO of scientific
prizes for awards on a regional basis in order to promote research in meteorology. Some
Members expressed doubts about the practical efficacy of this initiative by the WMO.
The Commission noted that a total of only 16 papers had been submitted for the first
trial programme and that very few developed countries had submitted papers. It
judged this to be too small a number to result in any representative competition.
The Commission expressed the opinion that the Executive Committee should therefore
re-examine the question and formulate the selection rules for submission of papers
in a more flexible way, e.g.: by extending the age limit for the candidates. The
Commission also urged greater participation, in the future, of all the Members in
the programme.
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TECHNICAL REGULATIONS (Agenda item 23)

23.1
Several events have taken' place over the past few years which have made
necessary a detailed study of the Technical Regulations by the Commission. The most
pressing of these arise as a result of the recent report of the informal meeting of
experts on the revision of the Technical Regulations in the light of the World
Weather Watch, and the subsequent acceptance of the principles of this revision by
CSM-V. These matters are discussed below.
23.2
In examining Recommendation 19 (CAe-IV) and subsequent decisions by
EC-XXI, the Commission considered the fact that the latest accepted values of physical
constants and functions are currently published in the International Meteorological
Tables. There is no need to duplicate this information in the Technical Regulations.
Since many of these are determined by such agencies as the International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry,
and the International Organization for Standardization, the major concern is to
ensure that appropriate recommendations from those organizations can be incorporated
in WMO practices as soon as possible." In addition, the Technical Regulations should
contain those items on which decisions are made at Congress relative to meteorological
definitions and functions, which are properly the responsibility of WMO. The numerical values related to these policies and decisions will change from time to time as
the science progresses. These will be given in the International Meteorological
Tables.
23.3
The Commission agreed that in any reorganization of the Technical Regulations there should be a section on research. It therefore supports Recommendation 42
(CSM-V). In this recommendation, Section B (Research activities) would become the
responsibility of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS). In changing over to
the new format, the material in the old chapter 9 would become part of Section B.
Other chapters cannot be divided easily according to the responsibility of CSM and CAS
and it would be necessary.to study them in detail to select those parts which fall
to CAS. Paragraph 7.1 of the Technical Regulations should be included in a new chapter on "Standard methods and procedures for meteorology" in Section B of the Technical
Regulations.
23.4
There should be a place in the Technical Regulations for matters concerning observations made primarily for research purposes if a stage has been reached in
which standardization is appropriate. Some regulations might now be desirable in
regard to ozone, radiation, and rocket observations and perhaps others. A separate
chapter for such regulations would be appropriate.
In order to revise the Technical Regulations in accordance with these
23.5
concepts the Commission established a Working Group on Revision of the Technical
Regulations. This decision is incorporated in Resolution 18 (CAS-V).
23.6
With the introduction of the Catalogue of Meteorological Data for Researc~
some changes are necessary to the wording of the present chapter 9 of the Technical
Regulations. The Commission decided to propose to amend paragraph 9.2.1.1 by the
addition of the words "and Publication No. 174.TP.86."
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23.7
Although, in the past, the designation of standard isobaric surfaces was
regarded primarily asaresponsibility of CAS, it has now become a matter of operational
forecasting practic~ and responsibility in this area could pass to CSM. With the
proposed revision of the Technical Regulations, this would be an appropriate time to
make this transfer. In this connexion, the Commission noted the action of Recommendation 11 (CSM-V) - Adoption of the 250~mb level as a standard isobaric level. The
Commission emphasized that the number of standard isobaric surfaces should be kept to
the minimum required to specify the main features of the atmosphere.
23.8
The Commission studied the proposed amendments to Appendix D of the
Technical Regulations made by CIMO-V concerning some of the definitions and symbols
used for physical quanti ties and approved Recommendation 12 (CAS-V).
23.9
In view of recent advances in the science and the technology of meteorology) section 551.5 of the Universal Decimal Classification, as given in Appendix G
of the Technical Regulations, has become obsolete, particularly in the areas of satellite meteorology and numerical weather prediction. It is necessary to initiate action
for the updating of this Appendix and for keeping it up to date. Since the dissolution of the Commission for Bibliography and Publications, there has been no formal
machinery for updating this Appendix. The Commission proposes that the SecretaryGeneral accept this responsibility and immediately arrange for the updating of
Appendix G.
23.10
The Commission studied the implications of the adoption of the ICAO
standard atmosphere (see Recommendation 10 (CAS-V)) on the Technical Regulations.
It has been noticed that until now WMO used as a unit of specific energy the geopotential metre defined by

2

-l
1 gpm = 9. 8 J kg
= 9.8 m sec

-2

whereas lCAO uses a standard geopotential metre (symbol H ,)
m

1 m/ = 9.80665 m2 sec -2 •
In theory it is possible to rewrite the definition of the standard atmosphere, keeping
the physics unchanged, in terms of the geopotential metr~ since the physics is not
changed if described in terms of other units. This would, however, give rise to
awkward descriptions. For example, the height of the tropopause in the standard
atmosphere, which is defined as 11000 standard geopotential metres, can also be
defined as 11000 x 9.80665/9.8 geopotential metres. In so doing, one of the advantages will be lost, viz. the definition of the standard atmosphere in terms of easily
remembered round numbers. Furthermore, it would no~ in the Commission's opinion, be
advisable to do so, since this adds to the existing confusion. The Commission therefore proposed the adoption of the standard geopotential metre as the unit of specific
energy, in consequence of which~ Appendix C~7) of the Technical Regulations should be
changed (see Recommendation 11 (CAS-V) and its annex). It was noted that this would
make it necessary to make some minor changes in the tables published in the IMT.
However, these changes are only significant in a few tables referring to high values
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of the geopotential. It was considered that at the present time there are no practical
difficulties involved so it is appropriate to redefine the unit- of specific energy
simultaneously with the adoption of th"e ICAO standard atmosphere.
24.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION AND
OF RELEVANT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE RESOLUTIONS (Agenda item 24)

24.1
According to the established procedures, the Commission considered the
resolutions and recommendations of CAS which are still"in force. The Commission
agreed ~hat all resolutions (1-15) of the fourth session of CAe were superseded by
action taken at ihe present session and need not to be kept in force. After considering Recommendations 4, 5 and 19 of CAe-IV, which had been referred to the Commission
by the Executive Committee, the Commission agreed that Recommendations 4 and 5 (CAe-IV)
had been superseded by action propo~ed in the General Summary of this session and that
Recommendation 19 (CAe-IV) was superseded by Recommendation 12 (CAS-V). The decisions
regarding earlier resolutions and recommendations of the Commission are embodied in
Resolution 19 (CAS-V).
24.2
The Commission also considered the resolutions of the Executive Committee
still in force and relevant to CAS. The decisions by the Commission in this context
are incorporated in Recommendation 13 (CAS-V).
25.

NOMINATION OF MEMBERS OF WORKING GROUPS AND NOMINATION OF RAPPORTEURS

25.1
The following working groups were established to carry out the programme
of the Commission between the fifth and sixth sessions, as set forth in their respective terms of reference:
Advisory Working Group of CAS
Working Group on Numerical Weather Prediction
Working Group on Cloud Physics and Weather Modification
Working Group on Effects of Air Pollution on the Dynamics of the
Atmosphere
Working Group on Atmospheric Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry
Working Group on Satellite Meteorology
Working Group on Atmospheric Electricity
Working Group on Atmospheric Boundary-layer Problems
Working Group on the Stratospheric Warming Experiment
Working Group on Meteorological Aspects of Solar-terrestrial Relationships
Working Group on International Meteorological Tables
Working Group on Revision of the Technical Regulations
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25.2
In addition, the following rapporteurs were appointed with tasks as
specified in the relevant resolution:
Rapporteur on Meteorology of the High Atmosphere
Rapporteur on Atmospheric Radiation
Rapporteur on Atmospheric Ozone
Rapporteur on Atmospheric Turbulence and Wave Motion
Rapporteur on Processing and Exchange of Meteorological Data for Research
Rapporteur on Standard and Reference Atmospheres
25.3
As far as possible, the chairmen and members of working groups, as well
as the rapporteurs, were designated during the session. The president was authorized
to complete the designation of chairmen.
25.4
Between sessions of the Commission and notwithstanding General Regulation 31, the president was authorized by the Commission to make any necessary changes
in the composition of working group~including the designation of a new chairman.

26.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS (Agenda item 26)

26.1
Mr. J. S. Sawyer (United Kingdom) was unanimously elected president, and
Dr. F. H. Schmidt (Netherlands) was elected vice-president of the Commission.

27.

DATE AND PLACE.OF THE SIXTH SESSION (Agenda item 27)

27.1
In the absence of any formal invitation from Members represented at the
session, the Commi~sion·decided that the date and place of its sixth session would
be fixed at a later date and that the president should make the necessary arrangements
in consultation with the Secretary-General.

28.

SCIENTIFIC LECTURES (Agenda item 28)

28.1

The following two lectures were presented during the session:
Recent developments in numerical simulation of the general circulation
of the atmosphere, by Dr. C. E. Leith.

Preliminary results of two experiments illustrating the width of present
research activities in cloud physics, by Mr. P. Goldsmith.
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CLOSURE OF THE SESSION (Agenda item 29)

29.1
At the last plenary meeting Dr. M. A. Petrossiants emphasized the excellent
spirit of comprehension and co-operation which had prevailed throughout the session,
and expressed deep gratitude to the president and the chairmen of the various committees
for their efficient and able guidance during the work of the fifth session of the
Commission.
29.2
In his closing address, the president expressed his satisfaction for the
success of the session and reiterated sincere thanks to all those who had contributed
to terminate the work of the session in such a satisfactory manner. Thanks were also
expressed to the U.S. Government for having provided excellent facilities for organizing the session in Washington, D.C.

29.3

On behalf of the Secretary-General of WMO, Dr. C. C. Wallen acknowledged
with appreciation the excellent work accomplished during the session and conveyed
sincere thanks to all participants for their devotion to the work of the Commission.
He expressed gratitude to the Government of the United States of America for its kind
hospitality, and expressed appreciation of the excellent services rendered by the
local conference staff.

29.4

Dr. F. G. Shuman (U.S.A.) expressed the hope that everyone had enjoyed his
stay in the United States and joined in thanking the participants for their contribution in assuring the success of the session.
The session was closed at 11.55

~m.

28 August 1970.
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE SESSION

Res. 1 (CAS-V) - ADVISORY WORKING GROUP OF CAS
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The reqtiests of Congress and the Executive Co~mittee to consider the
establishment of an advisory body to provide advice to the president,
(2)

Resolution 5 (EC-XXI), WMO programmes,

CONSIDERING that such a group would be useful for advising the president on
urgent matters arising between sessions which cannot be dealt with either by
regular working groups or by correspondence,
DECIDES:
(1) To establish an Advisory Working Group of CAS with the following terms
of reference:

(2)

(a)

To assist the president of the Commission in providing advice on
urgent matters which cannot be dealt with by regular working groups
or by correspondence among members of the Commission;

(b)

To advise on and to assist the president in planning the future
programme af the Commission, taking into consideration the WMO
programmes as described in Resolution 5 (EC-XXI);

(c)

To respond quickly and effectively to any project which the
Commission might be invited to undertake by the Joint Organizing
Committee for GARP;

That the composition of the Advisory Working Group should be as follows:
S. Sawyer (U.K.~ president of CAS (chairman)
H. Schmidt (Netherlandsh vice-president of CAS
A. Petrossiants (U.S.S.R.)
G. Shuman (U.S.A.)
S. N. Gichuiya (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda)
L. Facy (France)
J.
F.
M.
F.

~
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(3) TO,authorize the president to calIon other experts, keeping in mind
Gen~r~l Regula~~on 32, to participate· in any particular task when he feels that such
add~t~onal ass~stance is necessary;
REQUESTS the president to report to the Commission on the activities of the
Advisory Working Group not later than six months before the next session.

Res. 2 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING with great interest the report of the Working Group on Numerical
Weather Prediction,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The continued increasing interest of the Commission in numerical
prediction techniques as more numerical prediction centres become operational,
(2) The importance of maintaining co-ordination between research and
operational activities concerned with atmospheric. modelling,
DECIDES:
(1) To establish a Working Group on Numerical Weather Prediction with the
following terms of reference:
(a)

Upon· the request of the president, to carryon directed co-ordination activities at scientific and working levels with GARP matters
related to atmospheric modelling;

(b)

Upon the request of the president, to assist in the organization
of future WMO NWP symposia by suggesting the programme and by
proposing names of experts to be invited to present papers;

(c)

To keep under review the state of development of the art of
numerical weather prediction and advise on relative possibilities
as to techniques to be employed at WMCs, RMCs and NMCs;

(d)

To study the application of numerical methods of prediction
to smaller-scale systems, such as tropical storms, squall lines
and tornadoes;

(e)

To study and make proposals for the most efficient future
analysis systems, keeping in mind the increased availability of
data which are not synoptic;
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(2)

(f)

To study the possible application of methods of dynamic meteorology to problem~ of hydrological importance, in particular the
estimation of the difference between rainfall and evaporation
from the divergence of water vapour in the atmosphere;

(g)

To propose techniques useful in the interpretation of prognostic
charts in terms of actual weather;

(h)

To examine numerical methods useful in predictiAg the state of
the sea;

(i)

To examine numerical techniques which could be used to determine
the large-scale dispersion of pollutants in the atmosphere and
the oceans;

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
B. Tucker (Australia) (chairman)
S. L. Belousav (U.S.S.R.)
G. R. R. Benwell (U.K.)
J. A. Brown (U.S.A.)
K. Gambo (Japan)
D. Rousseau (France)
A representative of CSM;

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president of
the Commission not later than six months before the sixth session of the Commission.

Res. 3 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON CLOUD PHYSICS AND WEATHER MODIFICATION
THE COMMISSION. FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1)

The report of the Working Group on Cloud Physics,

(2) WHO Technical Note No. lOS-Artificial Modification of Clouds and
Precipitation,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The need for g~v~ng more emphasis to the study of physics and dynamics
of clouds and precipitation, particularly with respect to numerical modelling, and
the need to continue emphasis on the proper use of statistical techniques in the
conduct of weather modification experiments and operations (cf. recommendations in
WMO Technical Note No. 105),
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(2) The limited number of adequately instrumented cloud-physics and
weather-modification field projects being conducted,
(3) The large number of reported results of weather modification experiments
which are, as yet, of a controversial nature,
(4) The need for keeping Members better informed of the activities in progress in various nations in the field of cloud physics and weather modification,
(5) The importance of cloud physics in the fIeld of quantitative rainfall
forecasting and for other meteorological purposes,
(6) The potential benefits of weather modification to the planning and
management of water resources and other operational activities,
DECIDES:
(l) To establish a Working Group on Cloud Physics and Weather Modification
with the following terms of reference:

(2)

(a)

To advise WMO, through the president of CAS and as required, on
matters related to cloud-physics and weather-modification
experiments/operations as would be referred to the WMO by Members
and international organizations;

(b)

To survey the field of cloud physics and to identify areas where
research is most needed;

(c)

To keep progress in weather modification under review and inform
the president of CAS of important new developments not included
in Technical Note No. 105;

To invite. the following individuals to serve on the working group:
R. List (Canada) (chairman)
R. M. Cunningh~m (U.S.A.)
L. Facy (France)
S~ N. Gichuiya (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda)
P. Goldsmith (U.K.)
v. T. ~i~~n~rov (U.S.S.R.);

(3) To request the working group to report to the president of-CAS at his
request on progress achieved, and to present a final report not later than six months
before the sixth session of the Commission.

RES<X..UTION 4
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Res. 4 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON EFFECTS OF AIR P<X..LUTION ON THE DYNAMICS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE

THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING the report of the first session of the Executive Committee Panel
on Metecirological Aspects of Air Pollution,
CONSIDERING:
(1) That changes in the composition of the atmosphere caused by air
poilution, as well as changes in the amount of pollutants, may have important repercussions on the radiation and dynamic processes in the atmosphere,
(2) That there is a lack of understanding of the stratospheric aerosol
andi ts repercussions on radiation and dynamic processes,
(3)

That such repercussions may have important implications on the Earth's

climate,

DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Working Group on Effects of Air Pollution on the
Dynmmics of the Atmosphere with the following terms of reference:

(2)

(a)

To review and to report to the Commission on research being
carried out on changes in the world-wide composition of the
atmo~phe~e caused by air pollution;

(b)

To assess how such changes might affect, through the radiation
balance, the dynamics of the atmospheric circulation;

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
L.
E.
I.
S.

Machta (U.S.A.) (chairman)
Eriksson (Sweden)
L. Karol (U.S.S.R.)
Manabe (U.S.A.);

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president
of the Commission not later than six months before the sixth session of the Commission.

RESOLUTION 5
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Res. 5 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION AND ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1)
Chemistry,

The report of the Working Group on Atm9spheric Pollution and Atmospheric

(2) Resolution 10 (EC-XXI) - Executive Committee Panel on Meteorological
Aspects of Air Pollution,
(3) Resolution 11 (EC-XXI) - Establishment of a network of stations to
measure background pollution,
CONSIDERING:
(1) That certain tasks in relation to the publication of a review on airpollution meteorology remain to be completed,
(2) The increased need for monitoring of air pollution at background level
around the globe and for promoting development of measurement techniques in this
context,
(3) The urgent need for basic research in atmospheric chemistry related to
the life-cycle of air pollutants,
(4) The necessity for continuous reviewing of methods and techniques being
developed for study of dispersion and forecasting of air pollution both regionally
and in industrialized areas,
DECIDES:
(1) To establish a Working Group on Atmospheric Pollution and Atmospheric
Chemistry with the following terms of reference:
(a)

To ensure the completion, not later than 1 July 1971, in accordance
with suggestions of the earlier working group,of the preparation
of a Technical Note on dispersion of atmospheric pollutants and
meteorological forecasting relating to air pollution;

(b)

To keep abreast of the various techniques being developed for
measurements of air pollution, both at the background and the
local level, to review the manual on instruments and methods of
observation which is being prepared, and to make recommendations
both on the desirability of extending measurements made and on the
adequacy of techniques used at the stations monitoring air
pollution at the background level;
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(2)

(c)

To keep abreast of research developments in atmospheric chemistry
particularly with regard to chemical'transformation of pollutants,
and to keep the president of the Commission informed;

(d)

To study and review the meteorological aspects of regiondl dispersion, fall-out and life-cycle of air pollutants;

(e)

To keep under review the methods by which the meteorological
factors contributing to the concent~ation of air pollutants are
used in studies of dispersion and forecasting procedures as well
as in providing information needed for abatement and control of
air pollution;

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
R. E. Munn (Canada) (chairman)

L. Facy (France)
D. Pack (U.S.A.)
F. H. Schmidt (Netherlands)
An expert to be designated by the U.K.;

(3) To request the working group to present a report with appropriate
recommendations to the president of the Commission six months prior to the sixth
session of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences.

Res. 6 (CAS-V) - RAPPORTEUR ON METEOROLOGY OF THE HIGH ATMOSPHERE
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1)
(2)
research,

The report of the Rapporteur for Meteorology of the High Atmosphere,
Recommendation 5 (CAS-V) - Observations required for high- atmosphere

CONSIDERING:
(1) That recent developments show significant advances in the field of highatmosphere observations,

...
,

(2) That there is a need for a continuing review and co-ordination of highatmosphere activities of international interest,
(3) The requirement for supplying timely and expert advice on problems
relating to the meteorology of the high atmosphere,

RESOLUTION 7
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DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Rapporteur ·on
following tasks:

Meteorology of the High Atmosphere with the

(a)

To maintain a continuing· review of activities of international
interest in the meteorology of the high atmosphere and to recommend
to the president of the Commission any action that should be taken
to promote or facilitate these activities;

(b)

To keep abreast of research developments in upper-atmosphere
meteorology and to keep the president of the Commission informed;

(c)

To present a report to the president of the Commissio~with appropriate recommendations, six months prior to the sixth session of
CAS;

(2) To invite F. G. Finger (U.SoA.) to serve as Rapporteur on Meteorology
of the High Atmosphere.

Res. 7 (CAS-V) - RAPPORTEUR ON ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NIDTING the report of the Rapporteur for Atmospheric Radiation,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The need for continuing review of research activities in the field
of atmospheric radiation,
(2) The need for obtaining timely and expert advice as to which atmospheric
radiation research problems are of particular relevance,
(3) The application of radiation measurements to the problems of atmospheric pollution,
DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Rapporteur on
terms of reference:
(a)

Atmospheric Radiation with the following

To keep under continuous review the research activities going
on in the field of atmospheric radiation and to recommend, in
view of the developments, action to be taken to promote further
research in the field;
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(b)

To keep abreast of developments regarding radiation problems in
relation to GARP and to propose action on such problems which
cannot be considered immediately under the GARP projects;

(c)

To keep under review the role which radiation measurements could
play in problems of atmospheric pollution;

(d)

To present a report to the president.of the Commission, with
appropriate recommendations, six. months prior to the sixth
session of CAS.

(2) To invite F. Moller (German» Federal Republic o~ to serve as
Rapporteur on Atmospheric Radiation.

Res. 8 (CAS-V) - RAPPORTEUR ON ATMOSPHERIC OZONE
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING the report of the Rapporteur for Atmospheric Ozone,
CONSIDERING:

(1) The need for a continuing review and co-ordination of international
ozone activities,

(2) The need for keeping abreast of developments in relation to the use
of satellites for observing ozone in the atmosphere,
(3) The requirement for obtaining expedient and expert advice on ozone
problems as the occasion demands,
DECIDES:

(1)

'"

To appoint a Rapporteur on Atmospheric Ozone with the following tasks:
(a)

To maintain a continuing review of international ozone activities
and to recommend to the president of the Commission any action
that should be taken to promote or facilitate these activities;

(b)

To keep abreast of developments in satellite ozone-observing
methods and to keep the president of the Commission informed;

(c)

To present a report to the president of the Commission, with appropriate recommendations, six months prior to the sixth session of
CAS;

(2) To invite H. ~ DUtsch (Switzerland) to serve as Rapporteur on Atmospheric Ozone.

RES<LUTION 9
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Res. 9 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON SATELLITE METEOR<LOGY

THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,

CONSIDERING:
(1) The profound impact that meteorological satellites have had in the
field of -meteorological research,
(2) That the new indirect techniques for measurements of temperature,
water vapour and ozone profiles have already demonstrated considerable potential,
(3) The need for WMO to keep abreast of technological and scientific
developments in this field,
(4) That data obtained from indirect sensing techniques should be in
satisfactory form for use by research workers,

DECIDES:
(1) To establish a Working Group on Satellite Meteorology with the
following terms of reference:
(a)

To provide guidance to the president of the Commission on the
relevant value for dynamic and synoptic meteorologists of:
(i)

Techniques for indirect determination of various parameters
such as temperature, humidity, and ozone;

(ii)

Techniques for wind measurements from cloud-top movements
and constant-level balloons;

(b)

To study the relative value of satellite and conventionally
obtained data, in particular differences in analyses based on
the two types of data as a function of geographical location and
the synoptic situation and with particular reference to profiles
obtained by indirect sounding techniques;

Cc)

To study the problem of the best way of presenting data obtained
from satellites, including the descriptions of cloud cover on
a global scale;

Cd)

To formulate new techni~ues using satellites useful to meteorology;

Ce)

To establish instrumental requirements for the techniques
mentioned in Cd);
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(2)

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:

J. Clodman (Canada)
(!

v. Fed

(Italy)

J. Winston (U.S.A.)
An expert to be designated by France
An expert to be designated by India
An expert to be designated by the U.S.S.R.;

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president
of the Commission not later than six months before the sixth session of the Commiss~~
Res. 10

(CAS-V) :- RAPPORiEUR ON. ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND WAVE MOTION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
95~Aeronautical

(1)

WHO Technical Note No.

Meteorology,

(2)

Recommendation 8.2/~ ICAO Sixth Air Navigation Conference (1969),

(3) Resolution 16 (EC-XVI)-Report of the Simultaneous Session of the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology and the Meteorology and Operations Divisional
Meeting of the International Civil Aviation Organization,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The important effects of clear-air turbulence and wave motion in the
free atmosphere on safe operations of aircraft, particularly the forthcoming supersonic aircraft,
(2) The need for reviewing and updating the rules of thumb of ICAO for
avoiding or minimizing encounters of aircraft with clear-air turbulence as well as
for developing improved methods of forecasting clear-air turbulence,
(3) The need for further basic research on atmospheric turbulence and wave
motion in view of the role which these processes may play in energy dissipation and
momentum transport sufficient to have effects on larger-scale air motion in the free
atmosphere,
(4) The implications of the energy dissipation and dynamic processes incurred
by turbulence and wave motion on numerical models of the atmosphere,
DECIDES:

..

(1) To appoint a Rapporteur on Atmospheric Turbulence and Wave Motion with
the following terms of reference:

(0)

To review the recent developments and research in the field of
atmospheric turbulence and wave motion especially with regard to

RESOLUTION 11
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the implications of these processes for. the safe operation of aircraft, bearing in mind the role played by turbulence and wave
motion in the free atmosphere on larger-scale dynamic processes,
and particularly in view of the importance of such interactions on
numerical modelling of the atmosphere;
(b)

To aid ICAO in updating the existing rules of thumb for avoiding
or minimizing encounters of aircraft with clear-air turbulence;

(c)

To advise the president of the Commission on action necessary in
this field, and to submit a final report not later than six
months before the sixth session of the Commission;

(2) To invite W. Roach (U.K.) to serve as Rapporteur on Atmospheric
Turbulence and Wave Motion.

Res. 11 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING the recommendations of the Working Group on Atmospheric Electricit~
CONSIDERING:
(1) That recent progress in research in the field of atmospheric
electricity has revealed that there exist close correlations between various parameters of atmospheric electricity and other meteorological conditions and processes,
(2) That adequate guidance material has not been published specifying how
atmospheric electricity parameters of importance to other meteorolo~ical conditions
and processes can be determined and applied,
(3) That various instrumental problems in relation to observation of
atmospheric electricity parameters need further study,
DECIDES:
(1) To set up a Working Group on Atmospheric Electricity with the following terms of reference:
(a)

To prepare a technical note outlining the atmospheric electricity
parameters which can be determined so as to become representative
of other than local conditions, the principal techniques by which
measurements should be made, and the scientific value of such
observations, both with regard to atmospheric electricity itself
and the application of such parameters in studies of other
meteorological phenomena and processes;
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(b)

(2)

To keep under review.developments in the field, particularly
with regard to instrument questions which are relevant to the
study of atmospheric electricity;

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
L.
·H.
G.
J.
R.
W.

Koenigsfeld (Belgium) (chairman)
Dolezalek (U.S.A.)
Ishikawa (Japan)
Latham (U.K.)
MUhleisen (Germany, Federal Re'public of)
P. Solovyev (U.S.S.R.);

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president of
the Commission not later than six months before the sixth session of the Commission.

Res. 12 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY-LAYER PROBLEMS
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1)

The report of the joint Rapporteurs for Boundary-layer Effects,

(2) Paragraph> 10.9 and 10.11 of the general summary of the abridged final
report of CCl-V,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The extreme importance of boundary-layer processes for the large-scale
dynamics of the general circulation,
(2)
atmosphere,

The requirements for numerical modelling of the circulation of the

(3) The large number of applications of boundary-layer processes in problems
of evaporation, urbon climatology, diffusion.of air pollutants, and agrometeorology,
DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Working Group on Atmospheric Boundary·~ layer Problems with
the following terms of reference:
(a)
GO

To review and evaluate knowledge concerning the influences of
surface roughness, vertical thermal stability and wind on the
boundary-layer fluxes of momentum, heat and water vapour;
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(b)

To determine the extent to which existing knowledge of boundarylayer fluxes at poi~ts and over uniform terrain can be
generalized to areal averages over realistic terrain, as needed
in numerical modelling;

(c)

To determine the feasibility of preparing maps of the surface
roughness of land areas that would be useful for the purposes of
numerical modelling and, in the event of an affirmative decision,
to propose plans for the preparation of such maps;

(d)

To evaluate methods for inferring sea surface roughness as a
function of wind speed and direction, fetch, vertical thermal
stability and state of the sea;

To invite the following experts to serve on the working group:
F. B. Smith (U.K.) (chairman)
D. Dubov (U.S.S.R.)
J. Gerrity (U.S.A.)
H. Lettau (representative of CCl)
An expert to be designated by Australia
An expert to be designated by the president of CAgM;

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president of
the Commission not later than six months before the sixth session of the Commission •

. Res. 13 (CAS-V) - WOOKING GROUP ON THE STRATOSPHERIC WARMING EXPERIMENT
THE

COMMISSIO~

FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,

CONSIDERING:
(1)

The report of the Working Group on the Stratospheric Warming Experiment,

(2) The advantages to be gained from a co-ordinated effort to obtain
balloon observations to high levels during the stratospheric warming period,
(3) The desirabilil1y of using the best available observational techniques
for the high-level soundings,
DECIDES:
(1) To establish a Working Group on the Stratospheric Warming Experiment
with the following terms of reference:
(a)

To advise the president of the Commission on the planning of an
experiment, particularly with regard to:
(i)

Defining the desirable networks of stations to undertake special high-level balloon soundings;

I
i
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(2)

(ii)

Co-ordinatingthe special balloon soundings with rocket
soundings~ regular balloon soundings, satellite observations and other relevant types of observation;

(iii)

Deciding on the period for the special observational
efforts;

(b)

To advise the president of the Commission on the preferred types
of radiosonde instruments to be u~ed and the precautions to be
taken to minimize errors in the observational data;

(c)

To keep itself informed of the interest of COSPAR and other
international bodies in this or similar experiments;

(d)

To consider the best way to disseminate the results of studies
made as a result of the experiment;

(e)

To consider whether further similar or modified experiments
might be desirable in later years;

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
W.
I.
C.
S.

L. Godson (Canada) (chairman)
M. Dolgin (U.S.S.R.)
L. Hawson(U.K.)
Teweles (U.S.A);

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president
of the Commission not later than six months before the next session of the Commission.

Res. 14 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROUP ON METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL
RELATIONSHIPS
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The progress made recently in the field of solar-terrestrial physics
and its important relationship to ionospheric phenomena and to the meteorology of
the upper atmosphere,
(2) Work done which appears to indicate the existence of solar relationships
with the dynamics of the troposphere, which might be of practical significance,
(3) The importance of the study of such relationships for the further
development of short-range and longe-range forecasting,_
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CONSIDERING:
(1) That the Inter-Union Commission on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (IUCSTP)
has formally approached the Secretary-General with a view to obtaining closer WMOIUCSTP co-operation in the field of solar-terrestrial monitoring,
(2) That a Joint Exploratory Committee of WMO-IUCSTP has made a report to
its sponsoring bodies,
DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Working Group on Meteorological Aspects of Solar-terrestrial.
Relationships with the following tasks:

(2)

(a)

To consider meteorological problems related to solar-terrestrial
physics and to suggest programmes of scientific study and their
priorities;

(b)

To advise the Executive Committee, through the president of CAS,
on the meteorological implications of programmes on solarterrestri°al physics, particularly with regard to WMn participation
in IUCSTP's programme for Monitoring the Sun-Earth Environment
(MONSEE);

(c)

Through the representative of IUCSTP, to co-ordinate their respective programmes directly with IUCSTP Working Group 1 as appropriate;

(d)

To inform other CAS working groups in related areas of developments
in this field in order to stimulate their interest and ensure coordination as necessary in their related programme;

(e)

To porovide a review of present relationships between meteorology
and solar-terrestrial physics and make proposals for CAS-VI with
regard to the Commission's involvement in future activities;

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
A. Shapley (U.S.A.) (chairman)
J. B. Gregory (Canada)
°
E. Mustel (U.S.S.R.)
N. V. Pushkov (representative of IUCSTP)
C. J. E. Schuurmans (Netherlands)
An expert to be designated by India;

(3) To request the working group to submit its report to the president of
the Commission not later than six months before the sixth session of the Commission.

RESa..UTION 15
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Res. 15 (CAS-V) - WORKING GROOP ON INTERNATIONAL 'METEOR<l..OGICAL TABLES
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1)

The report of the Working Group on International Meteorological

(2)

Resolution 28 (EC-XVIII), Completion of International Meteorological

Tables,
Tables,

CONSIDERING:
(1) The progress that has been achieved with the publication of the first
.two sets of tables and the virtual completion of the third set,
(2) The need for additional series of tables to cover satisfactorily
all aspects of meteorology, and more particularly the field of radiation~·
(3) The necessity of providing the Secretariat with detailed advice on
the nature and extent of tables not yet drawn up,
(4)

The necessity of arranging for the calculation of the tables to be

prepared,

DECIDES:
(1) To establish a Working Group on International Meteorological Tables
with the following terms of reference:
(a)

To select by title the tables to be published or to be revised
in the next series, for approval by the president of CAS on
behalf of the Commission;

(b)

To consult experts whose advice is desirable in regard to the
drawing up of tables that remain to be published;

(c)

To recommend action to be adopted for the computation or development of tables not yet available;

(d)

To recommend Which material should be presented in graphical form;
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(2) To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
D.
N.
L.
A.
R.
F.

(3)

J. Bouman (Netherlands) (chairman)
Arizumi (Japan)
Dufour (Belgium)
K. Khrgian (U.S.S.R.)
J. List (U.S.A.)
MHller (Germany, Federal Republic of);

To request the working group:
(a)

To give early consideration to tables on radiation;

(b)

To co-operate with the Secretariat in the above matters during
the preparation of the future sets of tables and to report to
the president of the Commission six months before the sixth session
of CAS.

Res. 16 (CAS-V) - RAPPORTEUR ON PROCESSING AND EXCHANGE OF METEORa..OGICAL DATA FOR
RESEARCH

THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The report of the Working Group on the processing and exchange of
Meteorological Data for Research,
(2) WMO WWW Planning Report No. 28 - Collection, storage and retrieval of
meteorological data,
(3) WMO WWW Planning Report No. 26 - Quality control procedures for
meteorological data,
(4)

Resolution 7 (EC-XXI) - Collection, storage and retrieval of data,

CONSIDERING:
(1) The rapid advances in the techniques for the processing and storage
of meteorological data made possible by increased use of computers,
(2) The establishment of large archives of meteorological data at World,
Regional and National Meteorological Centres,
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RES<l..UTION 17

DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Rapporteur on Processing and Exchange of Meteorological
Data for Research with the following tasks:

(a)

To maintain a continuing review of activities in this field and
recommend to the president of the Commission any action that
should be taken to ensure accuracy, availability and accessibility
of data which may be required fo~ research;

(b)

To study the problem of the continuing increase of data archives
and recommend suitable criteria for discarding data which are
no longer useful;

(c)

To report on developments designed to obtain better-quality data
received from the Global Telecommunication System;

(d)

To present a report to the president six months prior to the
sixth session of CAS;

(2) To invite G. Gruza (U.S.S.R.) to serve as Rapporteur on Processing
and Exchange of Meteorological Data for Research.

Res. 17 (CAS-V) - RAPPORTEUR ON STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
CONSIDERING the work of the International Organization for Standardization
Working Group (ISO/TC 20/WG-6) and the necessity for WMO representation on this
group,
DECIDES:
(1) To appoint a Rapporteur on Standard and Reference Atmospheres with the
following tasks:

""

(a)

To maintain a continuing review of the activities of the ISO
working group and to report to the president of the Commission
any action that should be taken as a result of these activities;

(b)

To ensure that the work being done by the ISO group is meteorologically sound and in agreement with WMO's policy in this field;

(c)

To present a report to the president six months before the next
session of the Commission;

(2) To invite N. Sissenwine (U.S.A.) to serve as Rapporteur on Standard
Reference Atmospheres.

RESOLUTIONS 18, 19
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Res. 18 (CAS-V) '- WORKING GROUP ON REVISION OF THE TECHNICAL REGULATIONS
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The views of the Fifth Congress as expressed in paragraph 7.4.8 of
the general summary of the abridged report of Cg-V,
(2) That plans are being made for a complete revision of the Technical
Regulations to reflect the World Weather Watch and other WMO technical programmes,
DECIDES:
(1) To form a Working Group on Revision of the Technical Regulations
with the following term of reference:
To write Section B,"Research activities~ of the to-be-revised WMO
Technical Regulations. This section should not include matters pertaining to operational synoptic meteorology and should not include
formulae, constants, etc., that appear in the International Meteorological Tables, but it should include, in addition to pertinent
material derived from the present Technical Regulations, appropriate
regulations for research observations for which standardization is
now appropriate and possible;
(2)

To invite the following individuals to serve on the working group:
D.
D.
G.
B.

P. McIntyre (Canada) (chairman)
J. Bouman (Netherlands)
Cena (Italy)
Goldenberg (U.S.A.) (also representative of CIMO).,

(3) To request the working group to complete the preparation of the draft
text of the new Section B of the Technical RegUlations and to report to the president
of the Commission by 1 July 1972.
Res. 19 (CAS-V) - REVISION Of THE RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION
FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
CONSIDERING that Resolutions 1-6, 8 and 10-15 (CAe-IV) adopted prior to its
fifth session have been revised and incorporated in Resolutions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, 6,
16, 11, 13, 7, 15, 8, 12 and 19 respectively, of its fifth session, and that
Resolutions 7 and 9 (CAe-IV) adopted prior to its fifth session are now obsolete,
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RESOLUTION 19

NOTING the action taken on the recommendations adopted prior to its fifth
session,
DECIDES:
. (1)

Not to keep in force Resolutions 1-15 (CAe-IV);

(2) To note with satisfaction the action taken by the competent bodies on
its Recommendations 1-3, 6-18, 20 (CAe-IV). and 21 (69-CAShwhich are nowredundant~
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RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE SESSION

Rec. 1 (CAS-V) - EXCHANGE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING. the desirability of exchanging documentation between numerical
prediction centres on computer programmes,
RECOMMENDS:
(1) That all Members
to prepare documentation of their
upon request from other numerical
to be exchanged should be written

having numerical prediction centres be encouraged
computer programmes in a form suitable for exchange
prediction centres. When possible the programmes
in FORTRAN or ALGOL;

(2) To invite all numerical prediction centres to include a list of programmes available for exchange' in their annual progress reports.

Rec. 2 (CAS-V) - WMO STATEMENT ON WEATHER MODIFICATION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING WMO Technical Note No. 105 - Artificial modification of clouds
and precipitation,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The repeated requests from governments and international organizations for guidance about the present potentialities of weather modification,
(2) The desirability for WMO to have an authoritative statement about
the present state of knowledge and possible practical benefits of some aspects of
weather modification,
RECOMMENDS that the Executive Committee adopt the statement given in
the annex* to this recommendation as the WMO official standpoint regarding the present
situation in some fields of weather modification.

*

See Annex

I~

RECOMMENDATION 3
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Rec. 3 (CAS~V) - RESEARCH IN CLOUD PHYSICS AND WEATHER MODIFICATION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1)
(2)
precipitation,

The report of the Working Group on Cloud Physics,
WMOTechnical Note No. 105 - Artificial modification of clouds and

CONSIDERING:
(1) The need for increased research activities in cloud physics before
possible practical benefits of weather modification can be realized,
(2) The need for statistical design and evaluation of experiments in
weather modification and for the development of more realistic numerical models,
RECOMMENDS:
(1)

That Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member countries

be urged to:
(a)

Increase their research activities on weather modification,
particularly through the development of numerical models
which incorporate both dynamics and microphysics of clouds
and their interactions;

(b)

Design all experiments in weather modification so as to allow
for appropriate statistical evaluation;

(c)

Collect all relevant "data from weather-modification experi"ments or operations which are conducted in their territories
so that effects can be analysed by modern techniques;

(d)

Encourage visits of scientists "from other countries to the
sites of properly controlled experiments;

(2) That detailed discussion at international meetings of all properly
controlled field experiments be encouraged.

RECOMMENDATION 4
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Rec. 4 (CAS-V) - MONITORING AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The report of the Working Group on.Atmospheric Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry,
(2) Resolution 10 (EC-XXI), Executive Committee Panel on Meteorological
Aspects of Air Pollution,
(3) Resolution 11 (EC-XXI) - Establishment of a network of stations to
measure background pollution,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The urgent need for global monitoring of atmospheric pollution at
the background level,
(2) The need for increased research activities in the field of atmospheric chemistry and pollution,
(3)

That there is a lack of understanding of the stratosphere aerosols,

RECOMMENDS that Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member
countries be urged:
(1) To establish stations in their territories for monitoring of atmospheric pollution at the background level according to specifications established
by the Executive Committee;
(2) To encourage research in atmospheric chemistry and processes leading
to the removal of pollutants from the atmosphere;
(3) To encourage research into the formation and variability of the
particulate content of the stratosphere;
(4) To encourage research on implications of changes in the amount of
atmospheric contaminants and pollutants on the Earth's energy balance and the general
circulation of the atmosphere;
(5) To encourage research on the meso-meteorological problems related
to the development of mathematical models of dispersion used in the forecasting of
air pollution in cities and industrialized areas.

I~
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RECOMMENDATION 5

Rec. 5 (CAS-V) - OBSERVATIONS REQUIRED FOR HIGH-ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) , The report of the Rapporteur for Meteorology of the High Atmosphere,
(2)

The report ~n the ~resent status of the U.S.A. satellite sounding

(3)

Recommendation 10 (CSM-V),

(4)

Resolution 24 (EC-XVIII) and its annex,

programme,

CONSIDERING:
(1) The recent advances towards nearly global observations of temperature by indirect sounding techniques to altitudes of over 50 km,
(2) The continuing need for high-level radiosonde data as well as for
wind, temperature or density observations above balloon altitudes,
(3) The demonstrated capability of the radio (or radar) meteor-trail
technique to determine air motions in the 80- to 100-km altitude range,
(4)

The complexity of the motions in the mesosphere and lower thermo-

sphere,
RECOMMENDS that Members of WMO and Meteorological Services of non-Member
countries:
(1) Maintain sufficient high-altitude radiosondes observations to enable
indirect stratosphere soundings from satellites to be calibrated and evaluated;
(2) Continue the observation of winds (and temperatures or densities)
by meteorological rockets up to at least 80 km and make preliminary, reduced data
from these observations available by telecommunications using the ROCOB message;
(3) Send the final refined meteorological rocket data without delay to
WDC-A or WDC-B for archiving and research;
(4) Co~operate in establishing a world-wide network for radio determination of air motions from meteor-trail observations.

RECOMMENDATION 6
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Rec. 6 (CAS-V) - ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING the report of the Rapporteur for Atmospheric Radiation,
CONSIDERING:
(1) The importance of knowledge of the heating and cooling of the atmosphere by radiation for an understanding of the general circulation of the atmosphere,
(2) The limitations of present knowledge on the absorption and reflection of radiation by cloud and aerosol,
(3) The possible significance of changes in the aerosol content of the
atmosphere on radiative transfer and hence on the climate,
(4) The importance of more adequate determinations of the radiation
budgets of the Earth and its atmosphere and of their possible changes with time,
(5) The recent and continuing development of means for the global measurement from artificial satellites of upwelling radiation,
RECOMMENDS that Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member countries be encouraged:
(1) To undertake experimental studies of the vertical divergence of the
short- and long-wave radiative fluxes in the atmosphere, both by radiation sondes and
by aircraft flying one directly above anotheri
(2) To expand the existing networks of pyranometers that measure the
global solar radiation received at the Earth's surfacei
(3)

To prepare geographic maps of the surface albedo;

(4) To arrange for heat-balance-measurements at ~everal stations and to
pay special attention to the specifications of the radiative temperatures and em~s
sivities of the land and sea surfacesi
(5) To arrange for satellite medsurements of the reflected solar radiation and the upwelling long-wave radiation simultaneously with measurements of the
solar global radiation at the surface over as much of the Earth as possible for a
period of one or more yearsi
(6) To endeavour to undertake long-term measurements of the Earth's
albedo by the use of satellites.
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RECOMMENDATION 7

Ree. 7 (CAS-V) - VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OZONE
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:

(1)

The report of the Rapporteur for Atmospheric Ozone,

(2)

Recommendation 11/7 (CAeM-III),

CONSIDER ING:

(1) That the use of ozone as .a tracer constitutes a very powerful technique for testing the validity of modern general circulation models which include
the stratosphere and seasonal variations,

(2) . That the application of this technique requires a better knowledge
of the three-dimensional variation of ozone concentration with season, as well as
an improved knowledge of photochemical theory,

(3) The possible need for quantitative information on ozone in the
design and operation of ~upersonic air transports,
(4) That ozone sounding techniques in the lower and middle stratosphere
are becoming increasingly reliable,
(5) That carefully made "Umkehr" observations are still useful for
determining the vertical distribution of ozone, especially in the upper stratosphere,
(6) That indirect sensing techniques from satellites show possible promise for providing global"coverage of the vertical ozone distribution in the upper
stratosphere,
(7) That direct ozone observations in the upper stratosphere by rocket
techniques are needed to prove the reliability of the indirect observing methods"and
to check results of photoch~mical calculations,
RECOMMENDS that Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member countries be encouraged:
(1) To develop or extend ozone sounding networks, bearing in mind that
the spacing of stations should provide for a few dense meridional networks extending
over relatively large latitude spans. These networks should be connected by a
circumpolar ring of stations in middle latitudes and be augmented by a number of
additional stations at high and low latitudes. The observing programmes should be
continued for sufficient periods to allow climatological investigations;

.

(2) To initiate or continue routine programmes for carefully made
"Umkehr" observations at stations operating sensitive and well-kept Dobson instruments in suitable climates;

RECOMMENDATION 8
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(3) To expand existing rocket programmes for observing the vertical
ozone distribution in the upper stratosphere in order to obtain sufficient data to
delineate seasonal and latitudinal variations. Where possible, these observations
should be co-ordinated with "Umkehr" or satellite observations;
(4) To undertake studies on photochemical reaction rates, especially
with respect to reactions involving water vapour derivatives.

Rec.8 (CAS-V) - WARNINGS OF MAJOR STRATOSPHERIC WARMINGS
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
CONSIDERING:
(1)

The incomplete understanding of the stratospheric warming process,

(2) The relatively few occasions during which stratospheric warmings
have been observed in some detail,
(3) The desirability of obtaining a record of this phenomenon over a
number of years,
RECOMMENDS:
(1) That Members and Meteorological Services of non-Member countries
be urged to maintain arrangements for preparation and dissemination of STRATWARM
alerts until the end of 1975;
(2)

That the. presidents of Regional Associations concerned be requested:
(a)

To continue until the end of 1975 the arrangements for central
. collection by telecommunications of rawinsonde data for the
50-, 30- and 10-mb isobaric surfaces within their Regions
and for the regular dissemination of these data to the appropriate STRATWARM warning centres and to other Members which
have requested that they be included in such dissemination;

(b)

To continue the current arrangements for the exchange of
rocketsonde data until the end of 1975;

(c)

To continue the current arrangements for the dissemination
of STRATWARM messages until the end of 1975.

RECOMMENDATIONS 9, 10, 11
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Rec. 9 (CAS-V) - RESEARCH ON TRANSFER PROCESSES aETWEEN THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE OCEANS
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
CONSIDERING:
(1) That the fall-out of aerosol pollutants from the atmosphere is an
important factor contributing to the pollution of the sea,
(2) That some gases in the atmosphere are likewise absorbed by the oceans
and that some gases escape from the oceans into the atmosphere,
URGES Members to encourage research on the processes involved in the
transfer of gases and aerosols from the atmosphere to the oceans and from the oceans
to the atmosphere.

Rec. 10 (CAS-V) - STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
CONSIDERING:
(1) That the ICAO standard atmosphere serves aviation as a reference
datum for a number of aircraft instruments, including automatic devices, and is a
basis on which all aircraft performance data have been calculated and aircraft
designed and certificated,
(2) That a considerable part of WMO's activity is involved with aeronautical meteorology,
(3)
the

That there should be only one standard atmosphere, -

RECOMMENDS that WMO adopt the ICAO standard atmosphere as specified in
Manual of the ICAO Standard Atmosphere for use by the Organization.

Rec. 11 (CAS-V) - REVISION OF TECHNICAL REGULATIONS, APPENDIX C (VOl.r)
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The existing differences between WMO and ICAO practices with respect
to the unit of specific energy which is used as a unit of geopotential (Technical
Regulations, Vol. I, Appendix C, (7)~
(2)

The proposed adoption by WMO of the ICAO standard atmosphere,
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RECOMMENDATION 11
CONSIDER ING:

(1) That the facts given under NOTING (1) and (2) together add to the
existing confusion,

(2) That at the present time there are no practical difficulties involved in adopting the standard geopotential metre,
(3)

That by no other means can the existing confusion be reduced,

RECOMMENDS that WMO Technical Regulations, Appendix C, (7), be amended
as shown in the annex to this recommendation.

Ann e x

AMENDMENTS TO THE WMO TECHNICAL REGULATIONS, VOL. I, APPENDIX C

Replace existing paragraph (7) by the following:

(7)

Uni t of geopotential (H ,)
m

1 standard geopotential metre = 0.980665 dynamic metre
z

Hm, =

9.88&65

J

g(z)dz

Q

where

-2 as a function of

g(z)

=

acceleration of gravity, in m sec
geometric height

Z

=

geometric height

Hm,

=

geopotential in standard geopotential metres.
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RECOMMENDATION 12

Rec. 12 (CAS-V) - REVISION OF TECHNICAL REGULATIONS, APPENDIX D (VOL.I)
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING:
(1) The views of Fifth Congress as expressed in paragraph 7.4.8 of the
General Summary of the Abridged Report of Cg-V,
(2) The suggestions made by CIMO-V in paragraphs 6.2.2, 6.2.3 and 23.2
of the General Summary of the Abridged Final Report" of CIMO-V,
CONSIDERING the need for amending Appendix D, Vol.I, of the Technical
Regulations, as regards certain definitions, symbols and formulae,
RECOMMENDS:
(1)

That the first sentence of definition (9) in Appendix D be changed

to read:
"Mole fraction of water vapour in moist air saturated with respect to
.water:
The mole fraction of water vapour in moist air saturated with
respect to water at pressure p and temperature T, is the mole fraction
Nvw of the water vapour of a sample of moist air, at the same pressure p
and the same temperature T, that is in stable equilibrium in the presence
of a plane surface of water containing the amount of dissolved air corresponding to equilibrium.";
to read
~olved

(2) That the second sentence of definition (9) in Appendix D be changed
with respect to a plane surface of ice containing the amount of disair corresponding tb equilibrium.";
II • • •

~

(3) That in the equations in paragraph 14 of Appendix D, the symbols
Nvw and Nvi both be replaced by Nv ;
(4)

That the first paragraph of item 18 of Appendix D be changed to read:

""The thermodynamic wet-bulb temperature of moist air at pressure P,
temperature T and mixing ratio r is the temperature Tw attained by the
moist air when brought adiabatically to saturation at pressure p by the
evaporation into the moist air of liquid water at pressure p and temperature Tw and containing the amount of dissolved air corresponding to
equilibrium with saturated air of the same pressure and temperature.";

.

(5) That the symbol x be substituted for the symbol N wherever it is
used in Appendix D to denote mole fraction;
(6) That f (rho) be substituted for the symbol d wherever it is used
in Appendix D to denote the vapour concentration (as in definition 3).

RECOMMENDATION 13
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Rec. 13 (CAS-V) - REVISION Of RESOLUTIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE BASED ON PREVIOUS
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
THE COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES,
NOTING with satisfaction the action taken by the Executive Committee on
the previous recommendations of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (formerly
Commission for Aerology),
CONSIDERING that many of these recommendaiions have become redundant in
the meantime,
RECOMMENDS:
(1) That the following Executive Committee resolutions be no longer considered necessary:
Resolutions 23, 25, 26, 28, 30 (EC-XVIII)
(2)

That the following Executive Committee resolutions be maintained in

forc~:

Resolutions 21, 22, 23 (EC-IX)
Resolutions 12, 13 (EC-XII)
Resolution 6 (EC-XIII)
Resolution 7 (EC-XVI)
Resolutions 24, 27, 29, 31, 33 (EC-XVIII)
Resolution 11 (EC-XXI)
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ANN E X

I

Annex to paragraph 4.2 of the General Summary
PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION

1.
The group agreed that predictability, in terms of usefulness in various
periods is, in practice as well as in theory, related to scale. Separation of scale
in this context cannot be done unambiguously. There was general agreement, however,
that on the scale of extra-tropical cyclones, in the middle and high latitudes, useful
numerical weather predictions can now be extended to three days. In one centre a model
is being run once a week out to seven days in operational support of an extended forecast programme. Although the model displays positive skill, in comparison with persistence, throughout the seven-day period, no certain statement can be made as to its
utility beyond a four-day period. Such a model requires the largest and fastest computing machinery presently available commercially.
2.
Rapid development, which is continuing, has occurred since the final report
was made by the previous working group. More highly detailed models have been introduced into operation, including some which have abandoned the now classical filtering
approximations. The new models are more detailed in resolution and numerics, as well
as in their physics. With their added detail, they provide a rich new variety of products, such as skilful distinction of the wind from geostrophic (ageostrophic component) in the period of 24 to 36 hours, tropopause pressure (level of maximum wind),
humidity predictions including precipitation and cloudiness, prediction of static stability (used by severe storm forecasters), highly detailed vertical distributions of
winds from 1 to 15 km, digital output of the latter for input to automated flight planning programmes, temperature predictions in the boundary layer (which provide valuable
guidance for forecasting maximum and minimum temperatures) and air pollution potential
parameters. The movement of tropical storms can be predicted with skill to one or two
days. Again, much of this work can only be done with the biggest and fastest computers
now available.
3.
In recent years, the difficulties. connected with numerical integration of
the non-linear hydrodynamic equations, even over long periods of time, have to a large
extent been overcome. There are indications, however, that the computational grid-size
of the order of 300 km, which is now commonly used, is too large and gives rise to
unnecessarily large truncation errors. The use of a smaller grid will lead to substantial improvements, but this will also increase the amount of calculation involved.
4.
The present trend in development in NWP is to place more emphasis on improvement of the physics of the models. This was borne out by the Tokyo (1968) NWP symposium, where a considerable number of papers were concerned with such problems. There
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are numerous areas where prom~s~ng research is in progress which may very well lead
to improvements in operational NWP in the near future. In particular, the following
items may be listed: improved modelli~g of cumulus convection and its interaction
with large-scale fields; improved modelling of the boundary layer; a more detailed
and realistic treatment of frontal phenomena, land-sea breezes and mountain-valley
winds; and simplified treatment of radiation in relation to clouds.
5.
Progress is also being made on the adaptation of the analysis and initialization procedure to the new observational systems planned under GARP.
6.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the vertical extent of NWP models
may have to be increased to beyond 50 mb, partly to improve the representation of the
stratosphere, and partly to satisfy the requirements of supersonic transport.
7.
Significant research is in progress on the parameterization of physical
processes in the tropics; however, this has not yet come to the point of contributing
to operational numerical weather prediction.
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Annex

to

II

paragraph 4.3 of the General Summary

GUIDANCE TO NEW NWP CENTRES

1.
In his letter to the chairman, of 25 June 1968, the acting president of
CAS requested the group to consider the most promising methods of numerical forecasting
for future development. He raised questions such as whether the primitive equation
models are likely to replace vorticity models; how many levels will be required, and
for what purpose; global, hemispheric or local integrations?
2.

The group was of the opinion that non-filtered (except for acoustic waves)
using the primitive equations are likely to replace filtered models using the
vorticity equation. The former generally, in practice, use more computer time, but
are better suited for more precise modelling.
model~

3.
It was recognized that filtered models still had some advantages. If
available computer time and capacity are limited, a filtered model based on the vorticity equation might allow a higher horizontal resolution than non-filtered models.
In that case the former model would be preferable.
4.
For hemispheric or global coverage the baroclinic non-filtered equation
models are clearly showing superiority; for sub-domains with fine-mesh grids, however,
the problem is not clear-c~t. There are some fine-mesh filtered models now operational,
which have considerable skill.
5.
Concerning the number of levels, the group believes that a m~n~mum
levels is necessary, not counting the boundary layer, to describe the dynamics
troposphere. To support jet aircraft operations, at least two more levels are
in the stratosphere. With the advent of supersonic transports flying at about
still more l~vels will be required •

...

of three
of the
needed
50 mb,
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Annex to paragraph 20.12 of the General Summary
OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF LOWER TROPOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS

1.
The purpose of thi~ annex is to state the observational requirements of
lower tropospheric soundings for the various purposes of interest to CAS, as requested
by the president of CIMO, including:
(a)

The accur-acy needed for each parameter to be measured;

(b)

The frequency of measurement;

(c)

The heights needed;

(d)

The vertical resolution needed.

A fifth requirement is also added:
(e)

The horizontal resolution needed.

2.
The various purposes of lower tropospheric soundings - may be divided,
broadly, into two main categories, namely (a) those related to operational requirements
and (b) those related to research. Some specific examples of these purposes are
listed under these two headings:

(i)

To provide data for forecasting of air pollution potential;

(ii)

To determine local conditions near airports and rocket
launching sites;

(iii)

To provide agricultural interests with detailed information
in the lower layers in connexion with, for instance, cropspraying operations; also forestry interests with information
to help in the control of forest fires;

(iv)

To determine radio-wave propagation characteristics of the
lower layers of the atmosphere;

,

-
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(b)

(v)

To provide climatological"data for use by planning authorities,
e~g. in connexion with siting of tall buildings;

(vi)

To provide detailed observations of wind, temperature and
humidity for special meteorological projects, such as cloud
seeding and fog dis~ersal experiments;

Research

(i)

To supply observations required in research projects related
to each of the operational purposes listed above;

(ii)

To supply data for boundary layer and convection studies,
e.g. as part of GARP;

(iii)

To supply data for calibration of indirect sensors of various
meteorological elements.

Research projects related to microscale properties of the atmosphere
and small-scale turbulence spectrum investigations are excluded.
Requirements under the five headings 1 (a) - (e) are now specified which,
if satisfied j would ensure that the needs of the above-mentioned activities would be

3.

met. It is convenient to specify these requirements in three categories, each corresponding to a particular depth of the sampled layer (different methods of measurement
may be involved):

(1)

Layer from surface to 3,000 m

(a)

Accuracies required:
Temperature:
" Humidity:

~ S% of saturation up to 9S%

+ 1%, 96% - 99%
Wind speed:

+ O.Sms- l for winds up to Sms-

l

+ 10% for winds above Sms- l
Wind direction:

+ 10 0 for winds up to Sms- l
+ So for winds above Sms- l

Surface pressure:

+ 0.1 mb

*Heights of significant
levels:
+ 20m

* i.e.

levels at which significant changes of temperature lapse rate,
wind occur. (See CAS-V/Ooc. 6, Appendix OJ

h~midity

or
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An accuracy of ! 3m in the height above MSL of the 700-mb surface is
implied by the temperature and pressure values.

( b)
(c)

Frequency of measurement:
and (d)

Heights and vertical resolution:

Winds:

Temperature and
humidi ties:

(e)

(2)

Up to 1 hr -1

Horizontal resolution:

50m intervals to 300m;
100m intervals 400-600m;
200m intervals 800-1200m;
. 300m intervals above 1500m.
20m intervals to 300ml
50m intervals 350m-lOOOm;
100m intervals above 1100m.
Depends on particular purpose of
observations, but could be as
small as 2km.

Layer from surface to 300m

(a)

Accuracies required:

As for (1). Vertical gradients of
temperature may be required to an
accuracy of ! 0.2°C (lOOm)-l and
vertical gradients of specific
humidity to an accuracy of ~ 0.5g
(kg)-l (lOOm)-l in some investigations.

(b)

Frequency of measurement:

Continuous recording (e.g. using
instruments on towers) needed for
some purposes with output of mean
values over periods of a few
minutes.

(c)

and (d)
H~ights

and vertical
resolution:

(e)

Horizontal resolution:

As for (1) up to 300m
Depends on particular purpose and
local requirements.
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(3)

Layer from surface to 30m

(0)

Accuracies required:
Temperature:

Vertical temperature
gradients:

Specific humidity:

Vertical specific
humidity gradients:

+ O.loC would be required in some
Investigations, e.g. over oceans,
but for many purposes over land
+ 0.5°C would be sufficient.

! O.02°C (lOm)-l would be justified
" in some investigations but for many
purposes! O.loC (lOm)-l would be
sufficient.

+ O.lg(kg)-l for specific humidities
~p to 10(kg)-1; + 1% of actual
specific humidity-for values above
10g(kg)-1
+ 0.05 to + 0.2g(kg)-1 (lOm)-l,
depending ~n particular purpose
of measurement.

Wind speed and direction:

As for (1)

Frequency of measurement:

As for (2)

and (d)
Heights and vertical
resolution:

Depends on special-purpose local

.

~

requiremen~s.

(e)

Horizontal resolution:

Depends on special-purpose local
requirements.

The accuracy requirements correspond to the assumed "noise level" limits
beyond which" further reduction is unnecessary. (See WMO Technical Note No. 45, where
the noise-level limit is defined with reference to radiosondes~)
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Annex to Recommendation 2 (CAS-V)
WMO STATEMENT ON PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND POSSIBLE
PRACTICAL BENEFITS IN SOME FIELDS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION

1.

General

It has been demonstrated that ice crystals may be caused to form in supercooled clouds by seeding them with dry ice, silver iodide and other nucleants. Ice
crystals are known to play an important role in the formation of precipitatio~and
therefore cloud seeding provides a means for modifying the precipitation process in
super-cooled clouds. Conversion of a super-cooled cloud to ice by seeding releases
latent heat which can have important dynamical effects. The varied and controversial
results of seeding experiments appear to be due to the complexities of the dynamics
and microphysics of the precipitation process. An encouraging beginning in the understanding of these processes has been made through the development of numerical models
which incorporate both the dynamics and microphysics and their interactions. Such
models and their successors can be expected to define more clearly the most favourable
seeding situations and the observations needed for the evaluation of the results.
Although some experiments have evidently yielded positive results in spite of inadequate
knowledge of the workings 9f the atmosphere, the possible practical benefits of weather
modification can be realized only through an increased research effort. This research
should be directed primarily at cloud dynamics and the interactions of the dynamics
with the microphysics, since knowledge of the latter is relatively more complete.
Particularly in the case of rain stimulation, it appears that the most
sophisticated statistical procedures are an inadequate substitute for more complete
knowledge of the atmospheric mechanisms. However, statistical design and evaluation
of experiments are necessary partners of increased physical understanding in the
further development of weather modification, particularly in connexion with the
evaluation of the practical results of experiments.
It is important to emphasize that weather modification is still largely in
the research stage. For this reason, operational efforts should be undertaken only
after the most careful study of the particular situation by experts and with the understanding that the desired end results may not always be achieved.
Brief summaries of the current status of weather modification in several
categories are given below.

-

-

~
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Stimulation of precipitation

Of the many experiments co"nducted in this field, only a few have clearly
demonstrated that seeding has increased the precipitation; in some cases there is
even evidence of a decrease in the precipitation. However, there is some evidence
that orographic precipitation can be modestly increased by seeding, particularly during
the winter over the mountain ranges of the western U.S.A. There is also some evidence
that certain sub-tropical convective clouds, selected on the basis of numerical models,
become taller and larger when they are heavily seeded so as to release latent heat. In
view of the high correlation between the size of convective clouds and the rainfall from
them, the seeded clouds presumably give more rain than if they had not been seeded. Confirmation, however, is required from further suitably designed experiments.

3.

Dissipation of fog

Super-cooled fog and stratus can be dissipated by seeding them with ice
nucleants or by means of cooling agents. This has been brought into operational use
at several airports at which there is a relatively high incidence of super-cooled fog.
The more common warm fog may be dissipated by the use of heat, hygroscopic particles
and the down-wash of helicopters. Successful experiments have been reported with each
of these techniques but, in addition to other disadvantages, they have been considered
too expensive for general use. Recent experiments, guided by numerical modelling and
using carefully sized hygroscopic particles, offer some prospects for a more economical
technique.

4.

Hail suppression

After extensive experiments and the development of a model of hail growth,
striking operational successes in the reduction of hail damage have been reported from
the U.S.S.R. Recent experiments in other countries have shown some reduction in hail
damage with varying techniques, but more adequate numerical and physical models need
to be developed.

5.

Hurricane modification

Recent hurricane seedings off the eastern U.S. coast have been accompanied
by reduced maximum wind velocities for short periods. Confirmation is required from
further experiments. In view of the limited opportunities for hurricane seeding, there
is need for improved numerical hurricane models to strengthen the scientific basis of
the hypothesized hurricane modification and to provide guidance for future experiments.
Note:

A survey of several aspects of weather modification has recently been prepared
by Professor M. Neiburger as WHO Technical Note No. 105 entitled "Arti ficial
Modification of Clouds and Precipitation."
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